Legends of Ranching
Performance Horse Sale
April 30, 2022
Our Purina PhD Nutritionists tackle problems using science. And our love of horses keeps us at it until we get it right. Even with our most established feeds, we keep innovating. Even when it takes years of research, we don’t stop until it’s right. We’re dedicated to the scientific method, but it can’t capture the feeling of seeing a horse reach their full potential. It takes science and love to help your horse live their best life.

Put our research to the test at HorseInnovation.com

Science + Love. Helping Horses Thrive.

© 2022 Purina Animal Nutrition LLC. All rights reserved.
Because they do so much for us, we only do what’s right for them.

We’re always by your side in providing your horse with the right care.

Long Live the Horse.
Results don’t happen overnight. It takes passion, dedication, hard work and the right nutrition to reach your goals. For over 25 years, Platinum Performance® has been improving the lives of horses by impacting health, from the inside, through advanced nutrition.

THE POWER OF NUTRITION STARTS WITHIN.
FROM HORSE AND STOCK TRAILERS TO EQUIPMENT TRAILERS, PINNACLE TRAILER SALES HAS YOU COVERED.

Our Services

✅ Full Service Repair Shop
✅ Nationwide Delivery
✅ Financing

Contact Us

(970) 454 - 5415
www.pinnacletrailersales.com
100 Christensen Ave, Eaton CO
Five Rivers is a proud supporter of the Legends of Ranching program.

To learn more about our dedication to the future, follow us on social media or visit www.fiveriverscattle.com
FUTURE TALENT

We deliver! Our veterinary services include:

• Semen collection, evaluation, freezing and shipping

• Artificial insemination with fresh, cooled, or frozen semen

• Assisted reproductive technologies: embryo transfer, oocyte collection, and intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI)

• Diagnosis and treatment of reproductive problems in mares and stallions

• Foaling services January - May

• Check out our 2022 stallion roster

Foal owned by Sampson Family Ranch
Irish Pay x Rock On Rita
Never STOP Shining

INTRODUCING

Laser Sheen Finishing Spray
Nothing stops you and your horse. It’s time for a finishing spray that won’t quit, either. Laser Sheen delivers show-stopping shine for up to seven days, repels dirt, and helps prevent hair breakage. Now available in a Continuous Spray that mists up, down, under and around to make sure every inch of your horse glows with unstoppable shine.

Learn more at farnam.com

Sprays at Any Angle for an Even Application

360°
PROUD SPONSOR OF Legends of Ranching

Ron's Equipment Company

NOW SERVING TWO LOCATIONS

970-221-5296
906 N. HIGHWAY 287
FORT COLLINS, CO 80524

303-732-4321
33894 HIGHWAY 52
KEENESBURG, CO 80643
LIVE COVER BREEDING
720 517-3268
303 720-1493

YELLOW JERSEY
WIMPY'S LITTLE STEP
MS CLARK MELODY
MIST HALEY’S COMET

FLASHY LADY JOE
BOGGIE’S FLASHY JAC
TACO LADY JOE

HOLLYWOOD JAC 86
BOGGIE’S LAST
JOE NOWATA STAR
DOLLY’S TACO
Semen Available
MEX 🇲🇽 USA 🇺🇸

720 517-3268
303 720-1493

AQHA
AMERICAN QUARTER HORSE ASSOCIATION

Yellow Jersey
Wimpys Little Step
Ms Clara Melody

Customized Gunner
Colonels Smoking Gun
Custom Made Dunit

Nu Chex To Cash
Leolita Step
Mr Melody Jac
Mist Haileys Comet

Colonel Four Freckle
Katie Gun
Hollywood Dun It
Custom Red Berry

Lakewood Colorado
WWW.RANCHOLASDELICAS.COM

Facebook: RANCHO LAS DELICAS
Instagram: RANCHO_LAS_DELICAS
The Temple Grandin Equine Center is Colorado State University’s initiative focused on research, education, and programming in equine-assisted services.

Visit one of our two locations:

**CSU Foothills Campus**
725 S. Overland Trail
Fort Collins, CO 80521

**CSU Spur**
4817 National Western Dr.
Denver, CO 80216

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Visit: TempleGrandinEquineCenter.com
E-mail: templegrandinequinecenter@colostate.edu
To volunteer: agsci.colostate.edu/tgec/volu
MAC Equipment Inc.
INDOOR ARENA & PAVILIONS

ALL UNDER ONE ROOF

» 150 X 300’ INDOOR ARENA
» 93 X 114’ INDOOR WARM-UP ARENA
» TWO INDOOR LIVESTOCK PAVILIONS

» 2 OUTDOOR ARENAS; 150 X 250’ & 159 X 254’

» STATE-OF-THE-ART FOOTING ENGINEERED BY INDUSTRY LEADER, BOB KISER

» RUBBER-MATTED STALLS FOR UP TO 352 HORSES IN 2 PAVILIONS

TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED WASH RACKS
RV ELECTRICAL SITES ADJACENT TO BARNs

I-25 & CROSSROADS BLVD. LOVELAND
KBUTTERMORE@LARIMER.ORG | 970-619-4006
TREVENTSCOMPLEX.COM
Open 7 days a week!

We have grab-n-go breakfast!

1033 South Taft Hill
(near King Soopers on Taft and Elizabeth)

(970)482-2377
www.cupstafthill.com
cupstafthill@gmail.com

@cupstafthill
CupsCommunityCoffee
287 RANCH SUPPLY

STOP BY THE STORE OR BOOTH AT THE SALE

SADDLES
TACK
WESTERNWEAR
CUSTOM LEATHER DESIGNS AND REPAIRS
FARRIER SUPPLIES
FEED AND BEDDING
LASER ENGRAVING

287RANCHSUPPLY.COM
Thank you for joining us at the Legends of Ranching Performance Horse Sale.
Miss Rodeo Colorado 2022
Ashley Baller
Proud graduate of Colorado State University
Experts in Ranch, Rural & Equine Properties

ANNOUNCING RANCH WIRE TV
Presenting people and topics tied to rural land, communities, and culture.

Scan QR code for YouTube Channel!
2022 STALLION ROSTER

at Colorado State University’s renowned Equine Reproduction Laboratory

**Docs Stylish Martini**
*Owner: CSU Equine Reproduction Laboratory*
*Breeding Fee: $500 introductory breeding fee*

---

**Heza Fiery Fling**
*Owner: Dave and Cindy DeLancey; DeLancey Enterprises*
*Breeding Fee: $1,200*

**Irish Pay**
*Owner: Sampson Family Ranch*
*Breeding Fee: $3,500*

**Original Cowboy**
*Owner: Dakota Cotner*
*Breeding Fee: $1,250*

**Whoze Your Daddy**
*Owner: Tim and Paula Schaack*
*Breeding Fee: $2,000*

---

**Driftwood Sensation**
*Owner: KeSa Quarter Horses*
*Breeding Fee: $1,500*

**Mr Junewood**
*Owner: KeSa Quarter Horses*
*Breeding Fee: $1,500*

**Smart Little Lena**
*Owner: CSU Equine Reproduction Laboratory*
*ICSI Breeding Fee: $1,500 (due at 35 days pregnant)*

---

FROZEN SEMEN ONLY

---

(970) 491-8626 | erl@colostate.edu
erl.colostate.edu

---

EQUINE REPRODUCTION LABORATORY
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
Legends of Ranching
Performance Horse Sale

Student Competition
April 22nd, 2023

Performance Horse Sale
April 29th, 2023

CSU Equine Center / (970) 491-8373 / CSUEquine.com

Equine Sciences
Colorado State University
Dear Friends,

After 30-years of serving our agriculture and equestrian industry, it is great to be back at Colorado State University serving a different purpose as Director of Equine Sciences and Wagonhound Land and Livestock Chair. I am grateful for the opportunity to partner with a dedicated team of researchers and instructors in educating and preparing CSU students to be the future leaders of our $122 Billion equine industry.

This year represents the 16th Legends of Ranching (LOR) Horse sale. The LOR program is just as relevant today as it was when Dr. Jim Heird founded the program in 2004 - to provide a real-world firsthand experience in starting groundwork, training, eventually riding, and prepping young colts for sale. Our consignors have entrusted to us colts that represent years of great breeding and horsemanship. We are so proud that our students can gain experience on such high-quality young horses. Many of our students may not pursue a horse training career, but that has never been the goal. What they gain is confidence, leadership, and an appreciation for the basic understanding of the time and patience it takes to bring about attributes in a horse that enhance their potential value for our western horse industry.

Dr. Heird once said, “We’re not just starting colts, we’re starting students.”
The Legends of Ranching program brings a business element to the experience as well. Students participating in the ANEQ 359 Sales and Marketing class operate like a business team exposed to the fundamentals of communication, promotion, advertising, customer care, social media communication, event planning and an understanding of how pedigree can help predict future performance and horse value. They have consulted with marketing experts from the Equine Network on social media and communication promotion. They have worked with sales associate Dena Milner, a renowned equine sales manager who has supported sale catalog creation for entities like the Four Sixes and Triangle Sales.

A special thank you goes out to Art and Catherine Nicholas, owners of Wagonhound Land and Livestock, who for many years have supported the student competition through scholarship awards. We are also grateful to Purina for not only supplying a nice set of colts, but for also sponsoring the feed for this year’s program.

This unique student focused program would not have been possible without the forethought and dedication of people like Dr. Jim Heird, past Director Dr. Jerry Black, and the instructors that have spent countless hours of teaching and coaching our students in the best practices of colt starting and business development. People like Bobby Walton, John Snyder, and this year, Mike Brashear, as well as many other faculty, guest instructors and supporting staff that have helped over the years. They have enhanced our young people’s character through the development of confidence, responsibility, integrity, and leadership.

Thank you all so much for attending. We are grateful for your support!

Craig Huffhines
Wagonhound Land and Livestock
Chair of Equine Sciences
Thank you for supporting the Legends of Ranching Program!
Schedule of events & General Information

Friday, April 29
1:00 pm  Sale horses will be on-site and available for viewing
5:00 pm  Purina Mix N Mingle in the Temple Grandin Equine Center

Saturday, April 30
8:00 am  Buyer Registration at the Sale Office in B.W. Pickett Arena
9:00 am  Sale horse preview begins with a special demonstration from the Right Horse Program
Followed by  BBQ Lunch catered by Ram Country Meats
1:00 pm  Legends of Ranching Performance Horse Sale begins

© RMB Photography
Directions to the
CSU Equine Center

From I-25, take exit 268 for Prospect Rd.
Merge onto Prospect Rd. heading west.
Follow Prospect Rd west for about 7 miles.
Turn right onto S. Overland Trail.
Turn left into the CSU Equine Center, 735 S. Overland Trail.

Accommodations

Host Hotel ★ Fort Collins Marriott
350 East Horsetooth Road, Fort Collins, CO 80525 ★ 970-226-5200
www.marriott.com/Fortcollins
Excellent service & endless adventure await at Marriott Fort Collins

Ask for the CSU Legends of Ranching Performance Horse Sale special rate.
Thank you for your continued support!

- Purina Mills
- CINCH Jeans
- Zoetis
- Platinum
- Art of the Cowgirl
- Pinnacle Trailer Sales
- Greeley Hat Works
- Five Rivers Cattle Feeding
- CSU Equine Reproduction Laboratory
- Farnam
- Ron’s Equipment
- Las Delicias Ranch
- Temple Grandin Equine Center
- CSU Spur Campus
- The Ranch Events Complex
- Cups Community Coffee
- 287 Ranch Supply
- Northern Colorado Feeders Supply
- Miss Rodeo Colorado
- The Paoli Group
- Littleton Equine Medical Center
- National Western Stock Show
- 4B’s Construction
Watch & Bid On-line for Free!

Can't make the sale?  
Let DVAuction bring the sale to you!

Busy during the Sale?  
Let DVAuction represent your bid!

Visit www.dvauction.com and Register!

It's as easy as 1, 2, 3...

1. Create an account at www.dvauction.com under the "create new account" tab.

2. Apply for bidding by clicking "apply for bidding" in the upper left corner of your screen, at least 24 hours prior to the auction.

3. Tune into the sale and make your purchases!

For General Questions Please Contact Our Office:  
(402) 316-5460 or support@dvauction.com

*High Speed Internet Access Required.
PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS ARE CAUTIONED: Buyers should read the entire Terms and Conditions of the sale printed in this catalog.

ANNOUNCEMENTS: To avoid making costly errors, please pay attention to all announcements made from the sales office and the auction stand, especially concerning horses on which you intend to bid.

EXAMINE HORSES PRIOR TO PURCHASE: Veterinary assistance will be available at bidder’s expense, on request to the sales company prior to the sale. Veterinary exams must be requested by contacting the sale veterinarian directly—contact information available at the sale office. Veterinarian examinations must be approved by the consignor. Examine horses before bidding.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF PURCHASE: After making the final bid on a horse, the buyer will be asked to complete and sign the Buyer’s Acknowledgment of Purchase Agreement. Be sure to confirm the correct hip number and price before you sign PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME and address clearly since this document is used for transfers, invoicing and in publishing sale results.

ALL ACCOUNTS MUST BE PAID AT TIME OF SALE: All accounts must be paid in cash, check, or credit/debit card at the time of the sale. The sale office will be open ONE HOUR after completion of the sale for buyers’ convenience. Cost of collection, including attorney’s fees, will be assessed to the buyer.

CARE OF HORSES AFTER SALE: Please be reminded that TITLE OF EACH HORSE PASSES AT THE FALL OF THE GAVEL. At that time, the purchaser assumes all risk and responsibility for the horse. Purchasers are advised to contact the consignor to confirm that proper care is being provided. ALL HORSES MUST BE MOVED FROM THE SALE PREMISES BY 10:00 A.M. OF THE DAY FOLLOWING THE SALE. Any delays in shipment of horses must be approved by the sale office and may incur additional fees.

RELEASE OF HORSES: As stated in Terms and Conditions, buyers must pay for horses in the sale office and receive a payment form before release of horses may be granted to the buyer.

ONLINE BIDDING: Online bidding services WILL be available and provided by DV Auction. If a potential buyer wishes to bid on-line, they must register prior to the day of the sale.

ELIGIBILITIES AND NOMINATIONS: Every effort has been made to supply accurate information regarding known eligibilities and nominations. It is the responsibility of the buyer to confirm any nominations and/or eligibilities with each program prior to purchasing.
Sale Staff

**Auctioneer**
Randy Woodward

**Announcer**
Wyatt Hershberger

**Bid Spotters**
Jesse Bolin, Cas Salley, James Johnson

**Videographer & Live Feed**
Andrew Jones

**Online Sale Platform**
DV Auction

**Catalog Content**
Students from the Equine Sales Management Horse Training and Sales Preparation Classes

**Photography Credits**
Cover Photo • Creek Plantation Student Photos &
CSU Young Horse Consignment •
Annie Oakley Photography & Design

**Pedigree Data**
QData / Robin Glenn Pedigrees

---

**Catalog Production & Design**
Dena R. Milner & Company
Stephenville, Texas

---

**Special thank you to**

**FORT COLLINS NURSERY**
2121 E Mulberry St, Fort Collins, CO 80524
Fortcollinsnursery.com
CSU Equine Sciences Advisory Committee

Thank you to our Advisory Committee members for their support, leadership and encouragement!

Todd Bean, Colorado
Kathryn Britton, Colorado
Rick & Lori Bucholz, Nebraska
Gary Carpenter, Oklahoma
Robert Coleman, PhD, Kentucky
Roger Daly, Texas
Jody Enget, Colorado
Dustin Ewing, Wyoming
Julie Goodnight, Colorado
Christine Hamilton, Colorado

Harry Haythorn, Nebraska
Mike Jerina, Missouri
Spence Kidney, Oklahoma
Christy Landwehr, Colorado
Tom Lenz, DVM, Kansas
Kevin Meyer, Wyoming
Anna Morrison, Texas
Bob Welch, Colorado
Kristen York, Wyoming

CSU Equine Sciences Program

Faculty and Staff

Mike Brashear
Ryan Brooks
Jason Bruemmer
Sherry Butler
Stephen Coleman
Adam Daurio

David J. Denniston
Diana Fahrenbruck
Tanja Hess
Craig Huffhines
Kristen Martell
Sarah Matlock

Cassi Nichols
Caiti Peters
Sheila Puckett
Tiare Santistevan
Laura Schenck
Robin Walter
Lexi Akers  Parker, Colorado  
Class: Senior  Major: Equine Science

The Legends of Ranching Program has given me the opportunity to make lifelong friends and connections in the equine industry that I will be forever grateful for. I have been able to expand my knowledge of this industry as well as combine my marketing skills with my love for horses.

Cheyenne Badger  Ridgefield, Washington  
Class: Junior  Major: Equine Science

What I enjoy most about the Legends of Ranching Program is working with students, instructors, and the consignors in creating this amazing sale and seeing it through until the end. Watching all of the pieces come together is the best gratification when everyone has done their part, and all the hard work is done.

Bailey Burke  Estes Park, Colorado  
Class: Junior  Major: Equine Science

The Legends of Ranching Program has given me valuable experiences in what it takes to plan and market a horse sale. It has been an amazing opportunity to grow my skill set and learn about the equine industry.

Carolina Herrera  Lakewood, Colorado  
Class: Senior  Major: Equine Science & Spanish

I decided to join the Legends of Ranching Program to receive a different perspective in the equine industry and learn how to work & prepare for a sale. What I enjoy the most about the LOR program is working together with my classmates and the colt starting students to make this the best sale yet.

Rachel Kokernak  Chandler, Arizona  
Class: Senior  Major: Equine Science

Being involved in the Legends of Ranching Program for the past couple of years has given me the opportunity to meet phenomenal people in the equine industry. This has been the best and most rewarding experience of my college career.
Shawna Lamothe  Black Forest, Colorado
Class: Senior  Major: Equine Science
I wanted to be involved with something that would allow me to get some hands-on experience in the business side of an equine event. I also wanted to start making connections with as many people as possible and the opportunity that this presents is too good of an opportunity to pass up.

Natalie Pennisi  Eagle, Idaho
Class: Junior  Major: Equine Science
The Legends of Ranching Program has given me the unique experience and opportunity to be involved in creating multiple equine events, as well as connect with an abundance of equine industry professionals!

Kat Wallace  Webb City, Missouri
Class: Senior  Major: Equine Science
I am so excited to be a part of the Legends of Ranching Program because of the amazing event management experience I have gained as well as the networking opportunities with legendary Quarter Horse ranches!
STUDENTS

Colt Class
**ERIKA LANGBAUM**  
*Dana, California*  
*Class: Senior*  
*Major: Agricultural Business*

I continued to be a part of Legends of Ranching Program because it presents new challenges every day and continues to push me to be a better leader and horse trainer. We are incredibly lucky to have an amazing set of young horses to work with and a great trainer to mentor and teach us, which is not an opportunity most college students get.

**HANNAH SCHEURER**  
*Oklahoma City, Oklahoma*  
*Class: Senior*  
*Major: Equine Science*

I came back as a teaching assistant to get more experience with colts and share what I know with other students. I enjoy working with different types and styles of colts.

**AUBREY ALLEN**  
*Colorado Springs, Colorado*  
*Class: Senior*  
*Major: Equine Science*

The Legends of Ranching Program has helped me tremendously in my journey of working with horses. The colts and the people have made such a huge impact on my final year here at CSU and I can't thank them and the program enough!

**ARIANNA BAKER**  
*St. Louis, Missouri*  
*Class: Senior*  
*Major: Equine Science*

The Legends of Ranching Program has taught me training techniques, how to be more confident and made me become a better leader. What I enjoy most about the colt starting class is getting to experience the growth of the horses and watching them learn new things every day.

**NICOLE BARNES**  
*Colorado Springs, Colorado*  
*Class: Junior*  
*Major: Equine Science*

I joined this program to improve my horsemanship and gain new skills and knowledge about training horses. While here, I’ve learned invaluable skills and have grown my overall confidence.
James Dantimo  Albuquerque, New Mexico
Class: Senior  *  Major: Equine Science
I wanted to participate in the Legends of Ranching Program due in large part to the opportunity where I could work alongside horses that come from some of the highest quality equine operations across the country. I am extremely grateful for this opportunity and the experience!

Secorra Denny  Cave Creek, Arizona
Class: Junior  *  Major: Equine Science
I joined the Legends of Ranching Program to broaden my horizons in the horse industry and improve my horsemanship. I enjoy the opportunity to be challenged every day, while being able to watch as the young horses grow mentally through their training.

Daniel Beaumont  San Luis Obispo, California
Class: Junior  *  Major: Equine Science
I wanted to learn how to put good foundations on colts. We are learning skills that are beneficial in the equine industry and go beyond colt starting.

Michaella Bigliardi  San Jose, California
Class: Senior  *  Major: Equine Science
The Legends of Ranching Program has taught me how to best prepare colts for their future lives with people. My favorite part of the program is that we are responsible for their progress and we get to see them succeed.

Victoria Clark  Morgan Hill, California
Class: Junior  *  Major: Equine Science
I decided to join the Legends of Ranching Program because I wanted experience working with and developing young horses from the ground up. I was eager to work to expand my perspective of the equine industry and develop long-lasting connections to peers and consignors.

Jami Bigliardi  San Jose, California
Class: Senior  *  Major: Equine Science
The Legends of Ranching Program has taught me how to best prepare colts for their future lives with people. My favorite part of the program is that we are responsible for their progress and we get to see them succeed.
**Anna Evans**  
La Crescenta, California  
**Class:** Junior  
**Major:** Equine Science  
I joined the Legends of Ranching Program to grow my knowledge of colt starting. I have really enjoyed the team atmosphere and the confidence that I have built in this program.

**Isabella Graff**  
Rio Rancho, New Mexico  
**Class:** Junior  
**Major:** Equine Science  
The Legends of Ranching Program is one of the main reasons I chose to attend CSU. I have been exposed to a lot in the industry, but I have never started a colt before and I saw this as a great opportunity to learn new things.

**Lauren Graham**  
Littleton, Colorado  
**Class:** Senior  
**Major:** Equine Science & Ag. Business  
I was interested in this class because I wanted to learn new and better ways of training. I have learned a lot about myself and grown personally in this class.

**Haley Hurdle**  
Paso Robles, California  
**Class:** Senior  
**Major:** Animal Science  
I joined the Legends of Ranching Program to make connections in the equine industry and learn more about the field I plan on entering when I graduate. The LOR program has not only built my confidence and training skills with horses but also integrated these lessons into my personal and professional life.

**Sydnee Julian**  
Silt, Colorado  
**Class:** Senior  
**Major:** Equine Science  
In the future, I want to make a career of working horses and I want to be able to give my horses a solid foundation that will give them confidence. What I enjoy about the Legends of Ranching program is getting to watch so many colts in their first steps of learning.
Kira Sayre  Arenzville, Illinois  
Class: Junior  *  Major: Animal Science & Equine Science  
I joined the Legends of Ranching Program in order to learn more about the training industry as a whole, and to expand my own knowledge on training colts. I have really enjoyed making so many new friends through this program, as well as getting to work with such amazing horses.
Hailze Setzer  Littleton, Colorado
Class: Senior  Major: Equine Science
I am a part of the Legends of Ranching Program to improve myself as a horsewoman by experiencing and learning different techniques for my career with horses. It’s been very rewarding to watch not only my colt grow in his abilities, but also to see how I have grown as a leader.

Isabella Taylor  Chicago, Illinois
Class: Senior  Major: Equine Science
I was always told because I did not come from a family of equestrians that I never had a chance to become a horse trainer, and I knew that this program was a way to get my foot into that industry. I not only get to explore horse training methods, but also learn valuable leadership lessons along the way.

Willow Werlhof  Terra Bella, California
Class: Junior  Major: Equine Science
I am in the Legends of Ranching Program because I wanted to experience a hands-on opportunity with young horses in the training industry. I enjoy that we are not only focusing on the colts, but also building our personal leadership skills as well.
Bar Rock-N-Bean Quarter Horses is located near Eaton, Colorado, and was established by Todd and Kristen Bean. Todd, an alumnus of Colorado State University, attended and played football from 1987 to 1991 and has kept ties with CSU over the years. Particularly the Beans have participated in the Legends of Ranching Sale annually and have been overly impressed with the quality of consignments as well as the teamwork of the students in the Equine Science Program.

The Bar Rock-N-Bean breeding program is built on the foundation of prolific sires such as AQHA Super Horse Real Gun, and NCHA and NRCHA All-Time Leading Sires Playgun and Peptoboonsmal. The daughters and granddaughters of these superior stallions were selected for the breeding operation because they offer great minds, good bone, and sound feet. The ranch’s goal is to produce well-minded, athletic, and versatile horses that can excel in a variety of performance disciplines and environments.

The ranch’s consignment this year is sired by Quail Hunter, aka “Hooch”. Bred by the Four Sixes Ranch, the gray son of Paddys Irish Whiskey is out of one of Harry Haythorn’s outstanding mares. The stallion was purchased by Todd and Kristen Bean in 2008 and has made substantial contributions to the Bar Rock-N-Bean program with his size, conformation, and incredible disposition. Currently owned by Haythorn Ranch, both ranches look forward to foals from this sire in the future.

Thank you for your interest in the Bar Rock-N-Bean consignments and for supporting CSU.
Nestled in the Western Sandhills of Nebraska, BOXO Quarter Horses is owned and operated by Cash and Jecca Ostrander, who are dedicated to breeding and raising honest work horses that can excel in both the show pen and out on the ranch.

The Ostrander family at Willow Creek Ranch laid down roots in the area back in the 1880s and are fourth and fifth generation ranchers. Both Cash and Jecca live within 50 miles of their birthplace, and these strong ties to the land are evident every day in the Angus cows and quality Quarter Horses they produce. The couple have three children, one of whom, Stetson, still lives and works on the ranch with his wife Courtney and daughter Tenley and son Jensen. BOXO Quarter Horses have been a part of the AQHA Ranching Heritage Program since it was established in 2011 and support the program as a donor to the AQHA Ranching Heritage Youth Horse Development Program. In 2016 BOXO was awarded the inaugural AQHA Ranching Heritage Breeder of the Year Award.

BOXO’s resident sire, SNW Heavens King, purchased in 2004 from Stan and Nancy Weaver, is the cornerstone of the breeding program. More notably is 2018 AQHA World Champion Junior Working Cow Horse, Opus Cat Olena (WR This Cats Smart x Opus Chic x Smart Chic Olena), the earner of $160,233. New to the BOXO stallion line-up is BOXO Catman Sparks. (Cat Man Do X Starzans Sweet Angel).

Thank you for your interest in the BOXO Quarter Horses consignments and for supporting CSU.
In 1968, William “Billy” S. Morris III of Augusta, Georgia, acquired Creek Plantation, comprising of 2526 acres of timberlands and open field used for agriculture. The acquisition offered Morris the opportunity to pursue a lifelong interest in quarter horses and to launch a first-rate breeding program. Over the years, the operation expanded to nearly 14,000 acres and encompasses three commercial enterprises: horses, cattle, and timber.

In the mid-1970s, Morris became interested in the sport of cutting and not only was instrumental in founding the Augusta Futurity but expanded his breeding program that went on to produce numerous NCHA winners, including Splash of Gin, Wheeling Peppy, Miss Smooth Splash, Judge Tanquery, Shes Pretty Smooth, and Gincoe among others.

Morris’ agricultural interests are not limited to horses, he also has built a commercial cattle operation, consisting of approximately 2200 commercial cows, as well as a herd of registered Texas Longhorns.

As the chairman of Morris communications, Morris is intimately familiar with the western lifestyle as the company is the publisher of multiple magazines including Western Horseman, Barrel Horse News, and Equine Journal, as well as produces Road to the Horse and manages the Hippodrome in South Carolina. Passionate about the industry, he has contributed much to the equine industry and across many disciplines.

Thank you for your interest in the Creek Plantation consignments and for supporting CSU.
Four Sixes Ranch is part of the famous Burnett Ranches LLC, which is among the most storied family-run businesses in Texas history. Founded by Captain Samuel “Burk” Burnett in 1870 when he purchased 100 head of cattle wearing the “6666” brand from Frank Crowley of Denton, Texas. Burnett Ranches today encompasses 260,000 acres including the Four Sixes Ranch headquarters, near Guthrie, and the Dixon Creek Ranch, between Panhandle and Borger—both located in the western half of the state.

Legendary Quarter Horses and Superior Angus Cattle are hallmarks of the “Four Sixes”. The ranch not only offers state-of-the-art reproductive services and full range of equine veterinary services but stands to the public some of the most well-respected Quarter Horse stallions in the industry. The ranch’s elite broodmare band produce some of the best race, ranch, and performance horses available anywhere and helped the ranch be recognized with AQHA Best Remuda Award, and as an AQHA All-Time Leading Breeder of Performance Horses, Race Money-Earners and Winners.

As a commercial cow/calf operation, the high quality of Four Sixes cattle is well known, an that reputation continues today, making the ranch a front runner in the cattle industry. Preservation and stewardship of the land have always been a priority for the ranch they it was recognized with the 2015 Environmental Stewardship Award Region IV.

Thank you for your interest in the Four Sixes Ranch consignments and for supporting CSU.
Haythorn Ranch Company is located in the sandhills of Nebraska along the Platte River Valley, near the town of Maxwell. It is comprised of 20,000 acres of grass, meadow hay, and sweet water from the Ogallala Aquifer and is primarily a cow-calf operation, running up to 1,500 head.

They Haythorn Legacy began more than 135 years ago when a 16-year-old Harry Haythornthwaite, later shortened to Haythorn, stowed away on a ship bound for the US and when discovered was forced to pay for his passage by taking care of some white-faced bulls headed for Galveston, Texas. Upon arrival, he was hired by the man who imported the bulls and for the next eight years learned what it took to be a cowboy. He made multiple trips up the Texas trail where he found the Great Plains to his liking and opened a livery stable in Ogallala, Nebraska and later married Emma Gilpin. The couple filed on a land grant section four miles east of Arthur, Nebraska, and an American ranching dynasty was born.

Entering its 6th generation of traditional ranching, the Haythorn Ranch Company has been breeding American Quarter Horses since before the registry’s inception in 1940. Currently the ranch pasture breeds 15 to 25 mares a year and runs 20 to 40 saddle horses in their remuda, which are required to have good bones and feet, plenty of muscle, a kind disposition with lots of cow sense. Their horses are versatile and can be used by a wide variety of people for anything that can be done horseback.

Thank you for your interest in the Haythorn Ranch Company consignments and for supporting CSU.
Iron Springs Ranch, a division of Hall Ranches, encompasses a large area in southeast Colorado, as well as across the Comanche Grasslands and is rich in history and artifacts as the Santa Fe Trail runs across the ranch. Gary and Havilah Hall purchased the Iron Springs Ranch division of the Hall Ranches in 2002 and are continuing the western heritage of the Hall family.

The Halls, and their 6 children, are the fourth and fifth generations to own and manage the Hall Ranches. Not only does the ranch run cow-calf pairs year-round but also breed quality, well-rounded American Quarter Horses for ranch and performance use. Their select horses are raised on grasslands, canyons, rocks, and very diverse landscapes. They are ridden many miles to gather and move cattle. The horses gain lots of experience and time under saddle, producing well rounded and good travelling horses. Daily, the ranch’s remuda is used to sort, brand, rope, doctor and wean cattle. In addition, they have also proven themselves in the arena for roping, versatility ranch, cow horse and timed events.

The Iron Springs Ranch stands their Bet Hes Gunna Do It gray stallion out of Bet Hesa Cat and Playgun lines, who sires their performance horses. Their mares’ lines of industry greats include: Peptoboonsmal, Shining Spark, Smart Little Lena, and Dual Rey.

Gary and Havilah Hall are both CSU Alumni and proud supporters of the Legends of Ranching Program and Sale.

Thank you for your interest in the Iron Springs Ranch consignments and for supporting CSU.
Paint Rock Canyon Enterprises began on one of Wyoming’s most notable ranches, The Hyatt Ranch, running Angus cattle in high desert and Forest Service pastures in the western foothills of the Big Horn mountains much like the founder, Sam Hyatt once did.

After adding a farm and ranch intern program and a summer camp program for economically disadvantaged youth, a need for ranch raised horses arose and the ranch’s AQHA breeding program was born. PRCE focuses on raising athletic, versatile horses with willing dispositions.

2021 brought many changes after selling the ranch and moving the horse breeding and training program to Texas. Although on a much smaller footprint, we are still raising the same horses for ranch, roping, performance and all-around use. Find us on Facebook under One Broken Heart Quarter Horses.

Thank you for your interest in the Paint Rock Canyon Enterprises consignment and for supporting CSU.
Owned by Land O’Lakes, the Purina Animal Nutrition Center in Gray Summit, Missouri is home to the Purina Equine Research Facility. Established in 1926, the Purina Animal Nutrition Center (PANC) is the premier animal nutrition research facility in North America and one of the leading centers in the world. Each year “the farm” plays host to thousands of visitors, ranging from customers and distinguished academics to 4-H club members.

Spread across 1,188 acres of rolling Missouri pastureland, PANC is home to 12 different animal species, and off-site collaborative research allows the nutritional needs of other species to be studied. This facility represents a continuing commitment to help customers grow healthier and more productive livestock and pets.

Purina’s strong belief in nutrition research and development is also evident at the Equine Facility where the horse’s digestive physiology, palatability, reproduction, development, and exercise physiology are studied to better meet the horse’s ever changing nutritional needs. The company strives to create some of the best performing horse feeds in the world.

A proud member of the American Quarter Horse Association since 1980, this unique facility includes an equine breeding program comprised of 60-70 broodmares. PANC utilizes shipped cooled semen to continually enhance the genetics in an effort to produce well-bred performance and ranch horse prospects.

Thank you for your interest in the Purina Animal Nutrition Center consignments and for supporting CSU.
The Rob A. Brown Ranch, based in Stinnett, Texas, is entirely family owned and operated. Rob A. Brown and his wife, Talley, have been raising American Quarter Horses and commercial Angus beef cattle for almost 40 years. They, along with their 7 children, 3 daughters-in-law, and 5 grandchildren share in operating ranches that span six Texas counties.

The Brown family has a long history of involvement in the American Quarter Horse Association. Rob A. Brown’s grandfather, R.A. Brown Sr., is credited as being one of the founders of the association. Rob A.’s father, R.A. Brown Jr., served as president in 1995. Both were inducted into the AQHA Hall of Fame, becoming only the second father and son duo to share this honor.

Rob A. Brown is currently an AQHA director. He was instrumental in creating the Ranching Heritage Program and works diligently to highlight the importance of maintaining the working ranch horse. Rob A. has spent his life perfecting his own horse breeding program, which is primarily aimed at producing and developing horses who are successful in the performance industry while remaining a valuable and fundamental part of ranch work. The Rob A. Brown Ranch has produced home raised and trained horses who have racked up many earnings being shown by the Brown family in the AQHA and the NRCHA.

Thank you for your interest in the Rob A. Brown Ranches consignment and for supporting CSU.
Saunders Ranch was established in 1934 just west of Fort Worth in Parker County. Tom Bailey Saunders, a descendant of the prominent Saunders family whom came to Texas in 1850 and established prosperous cattle commission companies in Ft. Worth, San Antonio, and Houston, Texas. They put together additional holdings that are now known as Twin V Ranch and Saunders Cattle Company in Parker County, Texas.

Tom Bailey III was a founding member and past president of the National Cutting Horse Association. His son-in-law, Jim Calhoun, owned, rode, and trained the first World Champion cutting horse stallion, Kings Pistol, in 1957. This line has produced industry leading sires such as Playgun, Smart Little Pistol, and Cat Silver, and have provided a cornerstone for the Saunders remuda’s maternal lineage.

Thomas Bailey Saunders V, operates a cow-calf and equine business out of the ranch today and continues to implement similar breeding practices within the horse herd of more than 25 head of registered American Quarter Horses. Saunders, who is well versed in a variety of horsemanship practices, started cutting and ranch horses for ranches in Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and California, served as boss wrangler of the Ray Hunt tribute as well as on set for multiple movies and productions. Thomas Bailey Saunders V has worked side-by-side with Chris Cox, Craig Cameron, and Martin Black. The sixth-generation cowboy enjoys passing that knowledge on to the students of the Legends of Ranching Program.

Thank you for your interest in the Saunders Ranch consignments and for supporting CSU.
“Building ranch traditions for tomorrow’s generations”, Silver Spur Ranches has operations in Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, and Nebraska. The headquarters of the ranch is located in Encampment, Wyoming while the remuda is located on the TO and Bell Ranches in New Mexico. Silver Spur Ranches is one of the largest commercial cow-calf operations in the US and is home to registered Angus, Red Angus, and Charolais cattle.

Silver Spur’s horse program is centered on breeding good-sized, strong, and athletic horses with good minds who can go from the arena to everyday ranching with ease and can do everything from National Reined Cow Horse (NRCHA) events to roping a bull and doctoring calves. Mares are used on the ranch and in the show pen before selection into the broodmare band and their foals are then raised and started at the TO and Bell Ranches before distribution to the other Silver Spur divisions.

Currently standing for Silver Spur at the historic Four Sixes Ranch is Metallic Masterpiece, aka “Quasi”, who has had an impressive show record with 6 championships or reserve championships, earning $74,000.

Honored with the 2017 AQHA’s Best Remuda Award, Silver Spur Ranches strive to raise cattle and horses of the highest caliber while working diligently to pass on the values, faith, importance of family and love for agriculture to future generations.

Thank you for your interest in the Silver Spur Ranches consignment and for supporting CSU.
“Take care of the land, and it will in turn take care of the people who work it”, is the philosophy of Singleton Ranches, which is among the top five ranching operations in the United States and were the 2012 AQHA Best of the Remuda award recipients. The ranch was started and built off the intense variety of terrain in central New Mexico, and now runs the largest cow-calf operation in the state.

In order to navigate rough country, big boned, sturdy horses that their cow-boys can depend on are invaluable to the ranch. Their young ranch bred horses are expected to gather, sort, and drag calves to the branding fire, while a select few are fitted and directed to the show pen.

Singleton Ranches carefully selects their horses to have superior cow sense, which can be seen in the stallions who laid the foundation for their breeding program including two-time AQHA High Point Junior Cutting Champion and Superior Cutting Horse Dual With Me (Dual Pep, an All-Time Leading Cutting Sire with performers earning more than $24,000,000, and out of Cow Struck, the producer of $495,560 with foals averaging $55,000); Timbercat 101 (Docs Hickory, an All-time Leading Cutting and Reined Cow Horse Sire); SCR Thunder Crackin (Metallic Cat x Smart Crackin Chic, the 2006 NRCHA Snaffle Bit Futurity champion).

Thank you for your interest in the Singleton Ranches consignment and for supporting CSU.
Spur Cross Ranch, located in Gallatin Gateway, Montana just outside of Bozeman, is the home of Ingram Quarter Horses. For over 31 years they have bred, raised, and trained quality American Quarter Horses. The ranch currently stands their 2022 Riata Buckle red roan stallion Peptoes, whose sire, Peptoboonsmal, is an NCHA and NRCHA All Time Leading Sire with performers earning more than $27,000,000. He is out of a daughter of the great Doc O’ Lena, an NCHA Futurity Champion and Champion Sire, sire of NCHA’s first Triple Crown Winner Smart Little Lena as well as other greats Tanquery Gin, Shorty Lena, Mr Sun O Lena, etc.

Broodmares are selected for Spur Cross Ranch’s remuda, not only by genetics, but for conformation, disposition, color, and overall looks. Spur Cross Ranch is very selective about what they cross their mares to and like to keep their program diverse by breeding to stallions throughout the industry from racing, and barrel racing to western performance such as Bodacious Dash, One Famous Eagle, Hez Our Secret, A Streak of Fling, Prime Talent, A Smooth Guy, and PC Frenchmans Hayday, Sophisticated Catt, Catty Hawk, Dual Smart Rey, and Reys Dual Badger, just to name a few. Horses wearing the Spur Cross brand are designed to be versatile and have had success in reining, cutting, show and speed horse events.

Thank you for your interest in the Spur Cross Ranch consignments and for supporting CSU.
T-Heart Ranch, founded by Shane and Beth Temple in 1993, is located near Del Norte, Colorado in the beautiful San Luis Valley. A family business, the ranch has grown from 30 head of cattle on rented land to a thriving business with around 1,400 head of registered Sim Angus and Simmental cattle. The T-Heart Ranch program focuses on producing high-quality, altitude-adapted cattle for their customers across the country. With a ranch ranging from 8,000-12,000 feet in elevation, the Temple family is no stranger to Brisket disease, and have worked hard to create a successful high-altitude breeding program for their customers.

The American Quarter Horse breeding program is relatively new to T-Heart Ranch, but their commitment to excellence remains consistent in this division of the operation. Presently running a broodmare band of 10 accomplished National Cutting Horse Association and National Reined Cow Horse Association broodmares and selectively crossing these elite individuals to industry-leading sires is the heart of the program. T-Heart Ranch’s home-breds are utilized in all phases of ranch work and are expected to be work horses first, however due to the quality genetics, they have also gone on to perform in cutting and cow horse events.

T-Heart Ranch is a proud supporter of Colorado State University Equine Sciences and the Legends of Ranching program.

Thank you for your interest in the T-Heart Ranch consignment and for supporting CSU.
Located along Wyoming’s Laramie Range, Wagonhound Land and Livestock is as diverse as it’s landscape. The ranch runs a commercial Red Angus herd of cow-calf pairs and summer stocker cattle, operates two feedlots, harvests 7,500 acres of alfalfa, timothy, corn, and corn silage annually and offers elite outfitted hunts specializing in trophy elk as well as exclusive guest services.

An AQHA Remuda Award winner and three-time AQHA Ranching Heritage Top Money-Earning Breeder, the ranch’s horse breeding program focuses on raising top of the line ranch horses for both their own cowboys’ use and that of the public. The strong, well-proven quarter horse pedigrees within their breeding program routinely produce ranch horses and performance horses with the ability and talent to compete successfully in the most prestigious cutting, reining, reined cow horse and ranch competitions. Wagonhound’s senior stallion, WR This Cats Smart, has been a leading NCHA and NRCHA Sire since 2010 and is the #1 All-Time Leading Ranch Horse Sire. Added to the stallion roster in 2022 is Graceful Smart Cat (LTE: $97,150: California RCHA Paso Robles Spring Classic Open Derby Champion) and Fiddle And Steel (LTE: $174,683: NCHA Non-Pro Horse of the Year and Non-Pro Futurity Champion). They stand to the public at the Four Sixes Ranch in Guthrie, Texas.

Wagonhound is proud to support the CSU Equine Sciences Program through the endowed Wagonhound Land & Livestock chair, as well as remaining a proud annual supporter of CSU’s Legend of Ranching Student Competition.

Thank you for your interest in the Wagonhound Land & Livestock consignments and for supporting CSU.
AQHA Ranching Heritage Breeders breed and raise ranch-type horses. Accepted ranches include operating a working cattle ranch and a history of breeding and registering Quarter Horses for at least 10 years.

AQHA Ranching Heritage Challenges are a series of competitions that highlight the versatility, soundness and willing attitude of American Quarter Horses born and raised on a ranch. The series culminates in the AQHA Ranching Heritage Challenge Finals.

AQHA Ranching Heritage Young Horse Development Program showcases the stock being bred and raised by Ranching Heritage Breeders by matching donated weanlings with AQHYA members. Youth in this program are engaged in the horse industry at a fundamental level that is both fun and educational.

Awards include the AQHA Ranch Heritage Breeder of the Year, recognizing top Ranching Heritage-bred horses, RHB Top Production Sale and the coveted Best Remuda Award.

Visit www.aqha.com/ranchingheritage to learn more or apply.
All young training horses in the Legends of Ranching Performance Horse Sale are prepared on the following exceptional products:

Unique, industry-leading nutrition proven to support the development, growth and adaptive physiology necessary to produce a strong, healthy athletic horse. Purina® Ultium® Growth Horse Formula. It’s What It Takes®.

Platinum Performance® offers veterinary-developed supplements to support equine wellness and performance, backed by quality ingredients, university research and a 100% satisfaction guarantee.

Make a great first impression with a radiant, glowing coat and luxurious mane and tail that result from optimal health. Revolutionize your grooming routine from the inside out with the Farnam® Laser Sheen® Skin & Coat Supplement.

Zoetis is proud to discover, develop, manufacture and market veterinary vaccines, medicines and services with an unmatched commitment to the equine industry.
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The College is very appreciative of Harry Haythorn for his donation of this gelding, all of the proceeds from this sale will directly benefit the CSU Legends of Ranching Program. This handsome gelding’s conformation is second to none, and his athletic ability and trainable attitude make him a top versatility ranch, working cow horse, or using horse prospect. A class favorite, “SpitFire” has progressed nicely in the CSU Student Program; he is personable, level-headed, has a soft mouth, and is easy to catch and saddle. A half-brother to SPARKIN HOUSTON ($3,638: 3rd Sagebrush RCH $7,500 Limited Open Derby, Sagebrush RCH Hackamore Limited Open class winner, Sagebrush RCH Derby Fence Work $7,500 Limited Open Champion). Sired by RUSTY GUN 876; sire of RUSTY TWO 6115 (money-earner Nebraska RCH $7,500 Limited Open Derby), SKATRGUN (8 AQHA points). Son of REAL GUN, $48,149 and 472.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Show Superhorse; AQHA Reserve World Champion Senior Working Cow Horse; NRCHA World Limited Open Bridle Champion; 4th AQHA High Point Senior Open Tie-Down Roping; 4th NRCHA World’s Greatest Horseman with Chris Littlefield; AQHA Performance Champion. Sire of 51 money-earners and earners of 2,511 AQHA points, including SEVEN S TOO COLD ($33,321 and 598 AQHA points: AQHA World Champion Amateur Heeling Horse, Superior Heading). His dam is WR WHISKEY SPARK is a half-sister to CHC FRENCH GIN (5th 3-Can Run Western States Barrel Racing 4D class), BFR SPARK ME A STAR (AQHA point-earner: Congress Heading Youth Champion).
If you are looking for a young talented prospect you can finish out to show on or just want an eye-catching horse to go down the trail, “John” is for you! This personable, friendly, and flashy roan gelding hasn’t found a person or horse he doesn’t get along with. A barn favorite, he is the first to meet you at the gate and will greet you with a nicker if he hears you coming down the barn aisle. He travels low-headed in all gaits, is smooth to sit, and soft in his chin. Extremely trainable, he is learning to spin, side pass, turn on the forehand, and has progressing simple lead changes. Brought along slowly and allowed to mature, he has already mastered some of the trail obstacles, crosses water, hauls, stands great to be shod, bathed and clipped. A registered appendix, his sire is CAVE BEAR 14, a son of WHOTOLDYOUTHAT 05. His dam is LACED UP, an AQHA point-earner and half-sister to BF FUN SIZE ($5,621 and 469.5 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Horsemanship Level 2 Select Amateur Reserve Champion; Superior Amateur Horsemanship). Dam’s sire is VITALYZED, $8,692 and 252.5 AQHA points: top 10 Congress Green Open Western Riding; 5th AQHA World Junior Western Riding; Superior Open & Amateur Western Pleasure; Amateur Perf. ROM. Sire of 7 money-earners, including OPTIMYZED (42.5 AQHA points: 1st AQHA Region Champ Western Riding Level 1 Amateur Reserve Champion).

**Genetic Testing:** HYPP N/N.
Trainable and happy to learn, this gelding is built and bred to perform on the ranch or in the arena! Attractive and well-balanced, "Solo" was easy to start in the CSU Program and we see a big future for this colt. He is a smooth mover, sure-footed, athletic, and is navigating obstacles with ease. Sired by NCHA money-earner SMART REYVOLUTION, whose first foals arrived in 2018, a son of DUAL REY, $105,038: split 6th NCHA Open Futurity. A 2020 & 2021 QData Top 5 Leading Sire of Cutting Money-Earners; 2021 QData Top 5 Leading Sire of RCH Money-Earners; an AQHA Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners; 2021 AQHA Top 10 Sire of RCH Point-Earners. Sire of 1,636 money-earners, $50,796,338, earners of 10,495 AQHA points, including SPECIAL NU BABY ($482,061: NCHA World Champion Mare; NCHA Hall of Fame), DONT STOPP BELIEVIN ($463,962: NCHA Open Reserve World Champion; NCHA Hall of Fame). His dam, TIMBER VICKY, is a full sister to TIMBER VICTORY (AQHA point-earner; NRHA money-earner). Maternal grandsire is BOGGIES TIMBER JACK, $28,729 and an AQHA point-earner: top 10 NRHA Level 2 Open Futurity; finalist NRHA Open Futurity; split 5th Carolina Classic Reining Open Derby: 7th Tradition RHA Open Futurity; 4th Tradition RHA Level 2 Open Futurity. Sire TIMBER WINNER ($61,596 and 20 AQHA points: split 3rd NRHA Non-Pro Derby).

Eligibilities: NCHA Super Stakes.
Quail Hunter

RAB Hunter

RAB Fireflys Daisy

Notes

This outstanding gelding is sired by Quail Hunter, out of a great producing R. A. Brown mare owned by the Haythorn Ranch Company. Started nicely, he has been used moderately on the ranch, dragging calves to the fire and has proven to be smooth and sure-footed in some rough country. A good-minded, kind horse he is athletic and has plenty of speed. We consider this gelding to still be green, he would be best suited for an experienced rider. His sire, QUAIL HUNTER, is the sire of BEANMOONSHINEPLAYGUN (25.5 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Junior Heading Level 2 Open Leader), TK TWO CENTS WORTH (RHAA money-earner). Son of PADDYS IRISH WHISKEY, $12,149: 3rd NCHA Amateur Classic/Challenge: 7th Steamboat Springs Open Derby; semi-finalist NCHA Open Derby; finalist Augusta Non-Pro Classic. An AQHA Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners. Sire of 203 money-earners, $1,648,974, earners of 5,300 AQHA points, including SUM IRISH RUM ($147,211 and 79.5 AQHA points: 3rd NRCHA Open Futurity), THORN DOC WHISKEY ($125,307: split 6th NCHA Non-Pro Super Stakes), IRISH WHISKEY SUGAR ($109,114: 3rd Canada Lammles Cutting Non-Pro Classic). His dam is RAB FIREFLYS DAISY, a granddaughter of FIGURE FOUR FLY 406, the sire of FF GRAY FLASH (Haythorn Ranch Horse Futurity Roping Work Open Champion), FOUR FLY 049 (split 3rd Haythorn Ranch Horse Futurity Cow Work Open), LIBERA CHI SS (NRHA money-earner).

Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage.
Notes

This handsome red roan gelding’s full sister went through the CSU Program last year and like her, he is inquisitive, intelligent and a joy to be around. He has a great foundation started and with his pedigree and trainable attitude, there is no doubt he will excel in western performance horse events or in timed events. A full brother to AQHA point-earner SCR WIMPY PEP and to CSU Legends of Ranching Program Graduate SCR PEPTOESLILWIMPY (3rd CSU Legends of Ranching Ranch Horse Maturity Non-Pro); a half-brother to SCR STREAKIN WIMPY (Sand Cup Barrel Racing FF Inc. 4D Champion), His sire is PEPTOES, $15,657: semi-finalist NCHA Open Super Stakes; finalist South Point Open Cutting Futurity; the sire of PEPTOES PRESCRIPTION (27.5 AQHA points: top 10 AQHA Level 1 Champ Ranch Riding Level 1 Select Amateur), SCR PEPTOES PARTON ($4,694 and 17 AQHA points: CSU Legends of Ranching Ranch Horse Open Maturity Champion twice). Son of PEPTOBOONSMAL, $180,487: NCHA Open Futurity Champion. A QData Top 10 All-Time Sire of Cutting and Ranch Riding Money-Earners. Sire of LITTLE PEPTO GAL ($523,742: NCHA Horse of the Year). His dam, THISCHICSALILWIMPY, is a full sister to WIMPYS STEPPING OUT ($3,576: PHBA World Junior Reining Champion), STEPINIC (Central New York RHA Ride & Slide Rookie Pro class winner), and a half-sister to WHIZPERS (IN RHA Spring Fling Novice Horse Non-Pro class winner).

Genetic Testing: 5-Panel N/N. Eligibilities: Riata Buckle.
Firefly Hunter

2018 Gray Gelding

Quail Hunter

FIREFLY HUNTER

RAB Fireflys Daisy

Notes
This 4-year-old gelding has the size, bone, and disposition to be your next ranch or rope horse. “Max” has been easy to start, is eager to learn, and as his pedigree dictates, athletic, tough, and loaded with natural cow. Used lightly all over the ranch, he has had some calves and yearlings roped off him in the pasture and has been started in the arena. Since he is still a student, he is best suited for an experienced rider to finish him out. His sire is QUAIL HUNTER, the sire of BEAN-MOONSHINEPLAYGUN (25.5 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Junior Heading Level 2 Open Leader), TK TWO CENT WORTH (RHAA money-earner). Son of PADDYS IRISH WHISKEY, $12,149: 3rd NCHA Amateur Classic/Challenge: 7th Steamboat Springs Open Derby; semi-finalist NCHA Open Derby; final Augusta Non-Pro Classic. An AQHA Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners. Sire of 203 money-earners, $1,648,974, earners of 5,300 AQHA points, including SUM IRISH RUM ($147,211 and 79.5 AQHA points: 3rd NRCHA Open Futurity), THORN DOC WHISKEY ($125,307: split 6th NCHA Non-Pro Super Stakes), IRISH WHISKEY SUGAR ($109,114: 3rd Canada Lammles Cutting Non-Pro Classic). His dam is RAB FIREFLYS DAISY, a granddaughter of FIGURE FOUR FLY 406; sire of FF GRAY FLASH (Haythorn Ranch Horse Futurity Roping Work Open Champion), FOUR FLY 049 (split 3rd Haythorn Ranch Horse Futurity Cow Work Open), LIBERA CHI SS (NRHA money-earner).

Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage.
Nickel Bets
May 21, 2020 Chestnut Gelding

Francis Dual
Dual Pep
Fran Olena

Sport N Letters
Sport N Bet
Lily Letters

Notes
A brilliant student, “Tommy” has been a star in the CSU Program! Athletic, brave, and observant, he is always eager to learn, is easy to catch and saddle, crosses a tarp with ease, loads in/out of the trailer and crosses a bridge with confidence. This handsome gelding is well on his way to becoming a dependable ranch horse or versatility ranch competitor. His sire, FRANCIS DUAL, is the sire of DUAL BAY STAR (AQHA point-earner), DUAL HOLLY DOC (South Texas RCHA Labor Day Two Rein Non-Pro class winner). Son of AQHA Top 25 All-Time Sire of Cutting Point-Earners DUAL PEP, the sire of 834 money-earners, $26,082,914, earners of 6,156 AQHA points, including DUAL REY ME ($814,292 and 30.5 AQHA points: NCHA World Champion 3 times; NCHA Hall of Fame), DULLY LENA ($395,616: NCHA Open Futurity Reserve Champion), OLENA DULLY ($302,685: finalist NCHA Open Futurity; NCHA Gold Award), TAPT TWICE ($285,226: Breeders Inv. Open Derby Reserve Champion), PLAYBOY MCCRAE ($264,562: NCHA Open Futurity Champion). His dam is SPORT N LETTERS, a daughter of SPORT N BET, the sire of JOANES SPORT (8.5 AQHA points), CAPTIAN SPORT JOANE (RHAA Elbert Colorado Cowboy $1,500 Limited Open class winner), IMA SPORT N PEPTO (Southern Colorado CHA September Boxing Open class winner), LETTERS ACE HIGH (3rd SHOT Year-End Cow Horse Junior Open).

Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage
Sweet Melody Badger

2010 Sorrel Mare

Notes

One of our top prospects, we can not say enough about this mare, she is our go-to horse for all, tasks, ages and riders. “Cedar” is eager to please, will do any job asked of her, and will do it well. A well-rounded ranch horse she has been used in every part of our operation, her intelligence, athleticism, and instincts have made her a valuable asset. This mare has seen lots of miles, is loaded with natural cow, sure-footed, light-mouthed and has a big heart. When she is not being used on the ranch prowling pastures, dragging calves in the branding pen, or the countless other ranch chores, she is showing off her other talents as an accomplished breakaway, calf roping, heading, and heeling horse. This mare would make a wonderful addition to anyone's program or would make a wonderful family horse, as she really loves people and is full of personality. She is a half-sister to NCHA money-earner SMART CINNAMON BOON. Her sire is SMART SUGAR BADGER, $178,398: NCHA Open Super Stakes Co-Reserve Champion; top 10 NCHA Open Futurity. 2021 AQHA Top 25 Sire of Speed Event Point-Earners. Sire of 147 money-earners, $2,714,727, 35 AQHA point-earners, including MH UNEXPLAINABLE ($349,183: Millionheir Cutting Challenge Non-Pro Champion; NCHA Bronze Award), SMART SWEETNLOW ($290,975: Millionheir Cutting Non-Pro Derby Champion), FINANCIAL SUGAR ($263,389: split 3rd Millionheir Cutting Non-Pro Derby), SNAZZY EASTER BUNNY ($194,637: top 10 Millionheir Cutting Non-Pro Derby).
Notes
The possibilities are endless with this gelding, his pedigree is full of ranch horse royalty and proven western performers. A well-balanced athlete, “Willy” has a good wither, low hock set and is an agile mover. Started under saddle in the CSU Program he has proven to be very willing, picks up on tasks quickly and is friendly. A top prospect this horse has a ton of potential. Sired by RHAA Senior National Champion and Open Horse of the Year NATURAL BOTTOM, 25 AQHA points: sire of OUTSTANDING PLAYBOY ($5,233: 5th NRCHA World Hackamore Limited Open), LOTS OF BOTTOM ($5,000: 3rd Road to the Horse 3-Year-Old Challenge Open). Son of PLAYBOYS BUCK FEVER, $62,246: 7th NRCHA Non-Pro Futurity; Colorado RCHA Sagebrush Open Derby Champion; NRCHA Futurity Bridle Spectacular Non-Pro Reserve Champion twice. Sire of BUCKS GENUINE FEVER ($97,529: 3rd NRCHA Non-Pro Futurity), FIRECAT FLASHNFLEVER ($46,497: NRCHA Non-Pro Futurity Reserve Champion). His dam is BABES GIN FIZZ, is a daughter of AQHA’S first World Champion VRH SIXES PICK, $8,550 and 98.5 AQHA points: AQHA World VRH Conformation Champion; Trail Champion; Cutting Reserve Champion; AQHA Reserve High Point Senior VRH; Superior VRH. Sire of TAKE A PICK ($25,060 and 15.5 AQHA points: AQHA World VRH Overall Cowboy Champion).

Eligibilities: Ruby Buckle, Riata Buckle and NRCHA Stakes.
Consigned by Bar Rock-N-Bean Quarter Horses

QUAILHUNTERS LUCK

2019 Bay Roan Gelding

Notes

This gelding has a pretty head, balanced body, good bone and a pedigree that hollers ranch horse prospect! Gaining experience while in the CSU Legends of Ranching Program he has proven to be gentle, with a good willing mind, and is full of personality. His sire is QUAIL HUNTER, the sire of BEANMOONSHINEPLAYGUN (25.5 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Junior Heading Level 2 Open Leader), TK TWO CENTS WORTH (RHAA money-earner). His dam is TRR LUCKY KITTY, is a half-sister to TRR LUCKY BRAZOS ($60,674: NRCHA Limited Open Futurity Champion; NRCHA World Hackamore Non-Pro Co-Reserve Champion; NRCHA Celebration of Champions Amateur Derby Champion; Fort Worth AQHA Ranching Heritage 4-Year-Old Working Ranchhorse Open class winner), TRR LUCKY PLAYGUN ($36,739 and 108.5 AQHA points: AQHA World VRH Overall Senior Open Champion; NRCHA World’s Greatest Horseman Youth Champion; RHAA National Finals Ranchhand Class Champion; AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old Team Roping Open Champion; NRCHA Futurity Youth Champion), TRR PEPCIDS GUN (ARHA World All-Age Ranch Roping Open Champion). Dam’s sire is CATS HILLBILLY, $29,555 and an AQHA point-earner: split 3rd NCHA Eastern Nationals $3,000 Novice; 4th Kansas CHA Open Derby. Sire of TRR ROCKIN CAT (24 AQHA points: AQHA World VRH Ranch Riding Division Youth Reserve Champion).

QData 4/2022
Duece Of Hearts

2008 Sorrel Gelding

Notes

“Cori” is a handsome gelding with lots of read on a cow. He was started in a cutting program, then used to day work on for several years, as well as to compete in team penning and sorting events. He is a fluid, smooth mover, making him comfortable to ride for long days and is easy to handle on the ground with no vices. Because of his athleticism, we recommend a confident rider. A half-brother to DUALS SMART ($5,121: Iowa Breeders Cutting 3-Year-Old Non-Pro Champion), CATWORKS ($4,556: Iowa CHA Non-Pro Derby Reserve Champion), SMART TIMEN (split 3rd The Patriot Reining Classic Green Reiner class). His sire is FUEGO DEL CORAZON, $31,173: finalist Bonanza Open Derby; CHA Nebraska Open Classic Champion. Sire of FUEGO DEL REY (AQHA point-earner), ROANO FUEGO (Iowa Breeders Open Cutting Futurity Reserve Champion), FUEGOS PALABRA (money-earner in the CHA Nebraska Futurity Open). His dam is SMART FLIGHT, is a half-sister to MC KING JAMES (money-earner State of Missouri CHA Non-Pro Futurity). A daughter of SMART PEPPY DOC ($124,489: Augusta Open Classic Reserve Champion. A brother to SMART LITTLE LENA. Sire of 166 money-earners, $1,558,024, including SMART PEPPY QUIXOTE ($196,578: NCHA Super Stakes Non-Pro Classic Reserve Champion), SMART APRIL ($72,184: top 10 NCHA Open Challenge). Sire of dams of HEART OF REMEDY ($234,793: NCHA Non-Pro Super Stakes Reserve Champion). Second dam is FLIT FLYING ($11,073 and 10 AQHA points in cutting).
This personable filly has been enjoyable for the CSU Legends of Ranching Students. A genuine people lover, she is quite expressive, very curious, and fearless when it comes to learning new tasks. She sports a powerful frame, and baby doll head, and moves with a style that is sure to catch a judge's eye. Her sire, TIME MARKER'S first foals are now 2-year-olds. A son of ONE TIME PEPTO, $331,097: NCHA Open Super Stakes Champion. A 2021 & 2021 AQHA #1 Leading Sire of RCH Point-Earners; an AQHA Top 5 All-Time Leading Sire of RCH Point-Earners; an AQHA Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners. Sire of 824 money-earners, $19,974,413, earners of 6,324 AQHA points, including ONE TIME ROYALTY ($447,543: NCHA Open Futurity Champion; NCHA Hall of Fame). Her dam is THIS CATS A DOLL, and is a full sister to THIS CATS A DESIGN ($20,037: finalist Reno RCH Open Futurity). A daughter of WR THIS CATS SMART, $236,514: 3rd NCHA Super Stakes Open Classic. An All-Time Leading NRCHA and NCHA; an AQHA Top 5 All-Time Leading Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners; 2021 QData Top 5 Leading Sire of RCH Money-Earners. Sire of 666 money-earners, $15,213,451, earners of 4,087 AQHA points, including VELVETS REVOLVER ($285,031: NCHA Junior Youth Co-World Champion).

*Genetic Testing:* 5-Panel N/N. *Eligibilities:* AQHA Ranching Heritage.
Notes
This mare has the proven World Champion pedigree, correct conformation, and athletic ability that puts together an exceptional reining horse. Very trainable, and mature enough to handle any situation “Riata” is coming along nicely in her spins, has a natural in-the-ground stop and beautiful flying lead changes. With an experienced rider to finish her training, she has the potential to be a star. A half-sister to MIF DEE GUNNER (P) ($11,639: top 10 Congress Level 3 Open Reining Futurity) and DUAL DEE BAY (P) ($6,410: finalist Southwest RHA Level 2 Open Futurity). Sired by TRASHADEOUS (AQHA/APHA), $131,181: NRHA Open World Champion; NRHA Open Futurity Reserve Champion. Sire of THIS TRASH IS QUICK ($5,888 and 43 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Youth Working Cow Horse Boxing Champion), TRASH N IT UP (31 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Senior 4th Lvl Western Dressage Open Reserve Champion), TARI TRASH ($20,544: APHA World Champion Junior Reining Horse). Her dam is MIF DEE BAY (P), $22,165: finalist NRHA Open Futurity; NRHA Limited Open Derby Reserve Champion. Dam of MIF DEE GUNNER (P)($11,639: Southeast RHA Double Run Int. Open Futurity Champion). a half-sister to MALIBOOT BARBIE (P) (38 APHA points: APHA Reserve World Champion Senior Youth Reining Horse), GUNNER BE GOOD (P) ($12,484: split 3rd Carolina Classic Open Reining Derby; Life in the South Open Reining Derby Co-Reserve Champion), DIDN'T MIF A SPOT (P) ($11,959: Southeast Double Run Int. Open Reining Futurity Reserve Champion).
Notes

This is a beautiful gelding that checks all the boxes as a ranch horse, versatility ranch, or rope horse prospect! He has a cute head, excellent bone, nice back leg, and withers. “Joey” is doing well and is progressing nicely in the CSU Program and has shown to be willing and athletic. His sire, QUAIL HUNTER, is the sire of BEANMOONSHINEPLAYGUN (25.5 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Junior Heading Level 2 Open Leader), TK TWO CENT$ WORTH (RHAA money-earner). Son of PADDYS IRISH WHISKEY, an AQHA Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners. Sire of 203 money-earners, $1,648,974, earners of 5,300 AQHA points, including SUM IRISH RUM ($147,211 and 79.5 AQHA points: 3rd NRCHA Open Futurity), THORN DOC WHISKEY ($125,307: split 6th NCHA Non-Pro Super Stakes), IRISH WHISKEY SUGAR ($109,114: 3rd Canada Lammles Cutting Non-Pro Classic), KMZ IRISH COWBOY ($29,323 and 239 AQHA points: AQHA World VRH Overall Youth Reserve Champion; Superior Amateur Heeling). His dam is SNICKELFRITZ MARISSA, a daughter of SNICKELFRITZ JAKE, the sire of SN JAKES DOTTY (finalist in AQHYA World Breakaway Roping Level 2). Son of SNICKELFRITZ CHEX, 121 AQHA points: 3rd AQHA World Senior Working Cow Horse Open; Superior Reining; Superior Western Pleasure. Sire of 24 money-earners and earners of 1,622 AQHA points, including CHEX MY MOTION ($5,101 and 278 AQHA points: 4th Congress Versatility Reining Open, Superior Youth Showmanship).
What you will be bidding on...

Generously donated by Greeley Hat Works. Proceeds from the sale of this item will go directly to benefit the CSU Legends of Ranching Program. Own a piece of timeless, custom hatware from the hat maker who fits hats for Miss Rodeo America, former U.S. President George W. Bush, and the cast of Yellowstone!
Consigned by BOXO Quarter Horses

BOXO HEAVENS SAKE
May 30, 2020 Red Roan Filly

SNW Heavens King
BOXO HEAVENS SAKE
A Daisy Karat

Notes
This filly has a proven ranch and rope horse pedigree paired with the cowboy color that everyone craves! While in the CSU Program “Koko” has exhibited a good disposition, is easy to catch and saddle, and crosses a tarp with confidence. Not to mention she will make a great addition to a breeding program down the road. Her sire is SNW HEAVENS KING, Black Hills Ranch Horse Ladies Rancher Open Reserve Champion. Sire of BOXO HEAVENS FIREFLY ($7,396 and 276 AQHA points: NSBA World Ranch Trail Non-Pro Reserve Champion; Superior Ranch Riding), BOXO HEAVENS JOSIE ($5,081: 4th AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old Working Ranch Horse Limited Open), BOXO HEAVENS ANGEL ($4,466 and 27 AQHA points: AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old & Over Amateur Working Ranch Horse Reserve Champion), BOXO HEAVENS HEELS ($4,089: AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old & Over Working Ranch Horse Cowboy Champion). Her dam, A DAISY KARAT, is a daughter of BOONLIGHT WILSON, 171 AQHA points: 6th Battle in the Saddle ARHFA Futurity Heading Limited Open Reserve Champion; Open Tie-Down Roping; AQHA High Point Senior Heading Leader; AQHA High Point Junior Heading Open Leader; Superior Heading. Sire of SF BOONLIGHT CHECKER (AQHA World VRH Conformation Division Cowboy Champion), SF JACK POT (289 AQHA points: AQHA World VRH Ranch Trail Division Youth Champion).

Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage.

QData 4/2022
Precious Merada

2012 Bay Mare

Notes

This mare is not only accomplished in the show pen but she knows her way around a full day’s work on the ranch as she has been used extensively prowling pastures, sorting, branding, big drives, and has had steers headed and heeled off her in the arena. This mare would make a great family horse, she is an easygoing, smooth traveler with a sweet disposition. Her sire, CATS MERADA, $177,900: 3rd NCHA Super Stakes Open Classic. An AQHA Top 25 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners. Sire of 433 money-earners, $7,483,260, earners of 2,766 AQHA points, including NIEVAS ($362,794 and 48.5 AQHA points: NCHA Non-Pro Co-World Champion). Her dam, CHICS WITH CASH, is a full sister to ARC ALIL CASH PLEASE ($36,016 and 98.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Champion Amateur VRH), ARC CASH ONLY PLEASE ($10,613 and 42 AQHA points: finalist in the NSHA RCH Open Futurity), ARC CASH HER PLEASE (Sagebrush RCH Derby $1,000 Limited Open Reserve Champion).

PERFORMANCE RECORD: Earner of $10,854. In 2015: South Dakota RCHA Open Futurity Champion; Colorado RCHA Fall Open Futurity Champion; Colorado RCHA Mid-America Futurity Open Co-Reserve Champion; Colorado RCHA Mid-America Futurity Open Fence Work Champion; Colorado RCHA Mid-America Futurity Open Herd Work Champion; in 2016: 5th Denver National RCH Open Class; Black Hills Ranch Horse 3/4-Year-Old Open Reserve Champion.

SCR Autumn Streak

2019 Palomino Filly

Consigned by Singleton Ranches

Hip # 18

SCR Autumn Streak

A Streak Of Disco

SCR Autumn Boonshine

A A Streak Of Fling SI 98
1 Frenchmans Bailey 01
Running Buddie SI 99
RW Cassiopeia SI 92

A Autumn Acre
1 Bob Acre Doc
Autumn White
Shining Spark
Miss Softwood

Notes

This CSU Program Graduate has a bright future with no limitations on where to point her -- versatility ranch, working cow horse, or timed events are all possibilities! A blonde bombshell, “Calypso” has a sporty, athletic build with effortless precise movement. A half-sister to SCR AUTUMN LEAF (3rd CSU Legends of Ranching Ranch Horse Non-Pro Futurity). Her sire is A STREAK OF DISCO, his first foals are now 4-year-olds, he is a son of STREAKIN PAC BAR, 4th Barrel Bash Cedar Rapids 2D class. Sire of SNUK A STREAK ($5,368: BFA World Barrel Futurity FF Inc. Youth Champion), GQH WHEEL IN THE SKY ($5,973: split 5th Breeders Challenge Barrel Racing Finale Inv. #1 2D), EASTERS STREAKIN GLO ($4,330: Go for Broke Barrel Racing Showdown Round 2 3D Champion), HOT FRENCH FLING (Dash N Dance Barrel Racing 3D class winner), KK DAT CATS PACKN (Michigan Barrel Futurity Assoc. Year-End 2D Reserve Champion), STREAKIN PAC MAN (5th Lance Graves International Barrel Racing 2D). Her dam, SCR AUTUMN BOONSHINE, is a half-sister to SCR SOFT N SMOOTH ($5,023: 4th Magic Valley RCHA Open Futurity), and to RHAA money-earners SCR COWBOYSWEETHEART and SCR SHANIAS KITTY. She is a daughter of AUTUMN ACRE, $364,360: split 4th NCHA Open Futurity; Larry Hall Cutting Stakes Open Champion. Sire of HILLBILLY HANDFISHIN ($221,456: NCHA $50,000 Amateur Co-Reserve World Champion).

Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage.
Consigned by Haythorn Ranch

TEN QUAIL

2017 Bay Gelding

Quail Hunter

TEN QUAIL

X0731797

Tennies Tabulation TB

Notes

“John” blends ranch horse royalty and pure speed resulting in a well-built, good-boned ranch horse prospect that is able to cover the ground smoothly, possesses a strong work ethic and has lots of bottom for those long workdays. This bay gelding is lightly started on the Haythorn Ranch and is gaining knowledge daily while prowling pastures and has been started roping cattle outside as well as in the arena. His sire, QUAIL HUNTER, is the sire of BEANMOONSHINEPLAYGUN (25.5 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Junior Heading Level 2 Open Leader), TK TWO CENTSWORTH (RHAA money-earner). Son of PADDYS IRISH WHISKEY, $12,149: 3rd NCHA Amateur Classic/Challenge: 7th Steamboat Springs Open Derby; semi-finalist NCHA Open Derby; finalist Augusta Non-Pro Classic. An AQHA Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners. Sire of 203 money-earners, $1,648,974, earners of 5,300 AQHA points, including SUM IRISH RUM ($147,211 and 79.5 AQHA points: 3rd NRCHA Open Futurity), THORN DOC WHISKEY ($125,307: split 6th NCHA Non-Pro Super Stakes), IRISH WHISKEY SUGAR ($109,114: 3rd Canada Lammles Cutting Non-Pro Classic), KMZ IRISH COWBOY ($29,323 and 239 AQHA points: AQHA World VRH Overall Youth Reserve Champion; Superior Amateur Heeling). His dam is TÖNNIES TABULATION TB, a daughter of COVERALLBASES TB, a son of CAPOTE TB and grandson of SEATTLE SLEW TB.
THR RUSTI FIDDLER

THR Rusti Fiddler

2019 Sorrel Filly

Hip # 20

Consigned by T-Heart Ranch

Notes

This CSU Program Graduate is a gorgeous, mature-bodied filly. It takes a little while for “Big Betty” to warm up to you but when she does magic happens, she will be your ride-or-die chick, going to stick with you through thick in thin, willing to do anything for the one she loves. Full of personality she is alert, and very athletic. Her sire is THR ONE SMART JACK, his first foals arrived in 2019, he is a grandson of OKIES BUSINESS, $4,742: semi-finalist NCHA Open Futurity. Sire of 3 money-earners, including OKIES LADY BUSINESS (5 AQHA points: AQHA World Junior Cutting qualifier), MELODYS BUSINESS (AQHA point-earner, AQHA World Amateur Tie-Down Roping qualifier), OKIES BAYOLENA BAR (AQHA point-earner), OKIE LENA BAR (split 6th Cowboy Publishing Challenge Open Tie-Down Roping), OKIES LITTLE LENA (ACHA & NCHA money-earner), OKIES BEE DOC (NCHA money-earner). Dam's sire is ROYAL BLUE QUIXOTE, 77 AQHA points: 3rd Arizona RHA Open Futurity; finalist in the AQHA Select World Reining; Superior Reining; Amateur Perf. ROM. 2021 AQHA Top 25 Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners. Sire of TOOTSIE BLUE QUIXOTE ($11,926 and 453.5 AQHA points: 5th AQHA High Point Junior Team Penning Open, Superior Team Penning).
Color, conformation, and brains wrapped up into one gorgeous buckskin filly! Her exceptional balance, great bone, and baby doll head will turn heads in the show pen, on the trail, or at the ranch. All of the groundwork with “Dally” has been done while in the CSU Legends of Ranching Program, she is good with a flag, crosses water, a tarp, and structures with ease. Extremely trainable and clever, she is an affectionate people’s horse that is in your pocket at all times. Her sire is METALLIC MASTERPIECE, $73,749 and 23 AQHA points: finalist NRCHA Open Futurity; 4th NRCHA Limited Open Futurity. Sire of SS GENUINE METAL ($12,165 and 15 AQHA points: top 10 NRCHA Non-Pro Futurity), SS METALLIC FEVER (AQHA point-earner: Gem State Stockhorse RCH Derby Limited Non-Pro Champion). Son of METALLIC CAT, $637,711: NCHA Horse of the Year; NCHA Open Futurity Champion. 2021 QData #1 Leading Cutting & RCH Sire. Sire of 1,788 money-earners, $51,221,793, including HASHTAGS ($485,293: NCHA World Champion; NCHA Open Super Stakes Champion), CATILLAC REYS ($469,656: NCHA Non-Pro Co-World Champion; NCHA Open Derby Reserve Champion). Her dam is HR BUTTERMILK PEPTO, $6,686: High Plains Breeders Ranch Horse Open Futurity Champion is a half-sister to H FANCY REY ($8,000: High Plains Breeders Ranch Horse Open Futurity Reserve Champion), H MARIA DEL REY ($6,000: High Plains Breeders Ranch Horse Open Futurity Reserve Champion).

Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage.
Here is another great consignment from Bar Rock-N-Bean! This eye-catching mare has moderate ranch experience that includes riding in rough country, dragging calves to the fire and has been started roping. She has a willing temperament, travels with ease, has a natural stop and plenty of speed. With additional training, she would make a good pleasure horse, versatility ranch, or using horse prospect. Sired by QUAIL HUNTER, the sire of BEANMOONSHINEPLAYGUN (25.5 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Junior Heading Level 2 Open Leader), TK TWO CENT$ WORTH (RHAA money-earner). Son of PADDYS IRISH WHISKEY, $12,149: 3rd NCHA Amateur Classic/Challenge: 7th Steamboat Springs Open Derby; semi-finalist NCHA Open Derby; finalist Augusta Non-Pro Classic. An AQHA Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners. Sire of 203 money-earners, $1,648,974, earners of 5,300 AQHA points, including SUM IRISH RUM ($147,211 and 79.5 AQHA points: 3rd NRCHA Open Futurity), THORN DOC WHISKEY ($125,307: split 6th NCHA Non-Pro Super Stakes), IRISH WHISKEY SUGAR ($109,114: 3rd Canada Lammles Cutting Non-Pro Classic). Her dam is RAB FIREFLYS DAISY, a granddaughter of FIGURE FOUR FLY 406; sire of FF GRAY FLASH (Haythorn Ranch Horse Futurity Roping Work Open Champion), FOUR FLY 049 (split 3rd Haythorn Ranch Horse Futurity Cow Work Open), LIBERA CHI SS (NRHA money-earner).

**Eligibilities:** AQHA Ranching Heritage.
Consigned by Four Sixes Ranch

River Gap
May 22, 2020 Red Roan Filly

Bet Hesa Cat

RIVER GAP
6060314

Gap

High Brow Cat
Bet Yer Blue Boons
Tanquery Gin
Your Turn To Pay

Notes
“Telula” is confident and innately knows how to use herself correctly with a natural headset and a smooth way of going. Easy to work with from the beginning, she is started under saddle and has progressed skillfully through the CSU Program surpassing goals set for her. There is no doubt she will succeed at whatever career path is set for her. A half-sister to GINQUERY DIAMOND (ARHA Honor Roll All-Age Open Working Cow Horse Reserve Champion). Sired by BET HESA CAT, the earner of $272,151: NCHA Open World Champion; NCHA Open World Champion Stallion. 2021 AQHA Top 5 Leading Sire of RCH Point-Earners; 2021 QData Top 25 Sire of RCH Money-Earners. Sire of 433 money-earners, $5,875,995, earners of 1,750 AQHA points, including BETCHALOU ($298,556: top 10 NCHA Open Super Stakes; NCHA Bronze Award). Her dam is GAP is a half-sister to TENINO TO PAY ($3,104 and 6 AQHA points; top 10 Congress NRHA Novice Horse Non-Pro; dam of OH YES OH JAY $11,786: Tradition Open Reining Futurity Reserve Champion; granddam of WHIZKEY GENETICS $12,916: Best Little Reining West Non-Pro Derby), COWGIRL PADDY (AQHA point-earner: San Antonio Stock Show All-Age Open Working Cow Horse Reserve Champion; dam of PADDYS PRINCE $25,214: AQHA World Champion VRH).

Genetic Testing: 5-Panel N/N.

QData 4/2022
**Notes**

“Waylon” is a barn favorite at Owl Canyon Performance Horses. This striking young gelding is extremely good-natured and easy to be around, with some age and additional training he would make an excellent youth or family horse. He has been exposed to a wide variety of experiences including driving and sorting cattle, gathering loose horses, trail riding, crossing water, and has been started on the hot heels and a flag. Don’t miss out on this superb roping, versatility ranch, team penning/sorting, or speed event prospect. Sired by ATTA CAT, $126,375: top 10 Breeders Inv. Open Derby; Idaho CHA Open Classic Champion. Sire KARATS N OAKS CAT ($67,241: Idaho CHA Open Futurity Champion), ATTAMILLIONDOLLARCAT ($46,492: Cotton Stakes Open Cutting Futurity Champion), CATTA PEP ($42,677: top 10 NCHA Non-Pro Futurity), ATTA KITTY ($36,500: Washington CHA Open Derby Champion). His dam is KSU PLAYBOYNDIAMONDS, a daughter of PLAYBOY BOONSMAL, $157,491: top 10 Brazos Bash Open Classic; Texas Open Derby Champion; 5th NCHA $3,000 Novice Finals; finalist NCHA Open Finals; 5th NCHA Finals $10,000 Novice. Sire of BLUES HONKY CAT ($43,526: NCHA Junior Youth Co-World Champion), A TRU PEPTO PLAYBOY (P) (APHA World Solid Paint-Bred All-Age Ranch Trail Sweepstakes Open Champion), DUALS RED BOON ($26,589: 6th NCHA $3,000 Novice Finals), BOONSMALS LIL LACE ($19,966: PCCHA Fall Futurity $200,000 Non-Pro Champion).
This good-looking gelding is a fantastic working cow or versatility ranch horse prospect. Enthusiastic to please this young horse is full of personality and eager to learn. The time spent in the CSU Program revealed his high intellect and agile suppleness which gives him the advantage when navigating obstacles and will prove useful in his future career. Sired by SPLASH OF GIN, the earner of $28,050: semi-finalist NCHA Open Futurity; finalist Memphis Cutting 4-Year-Old Open Futurity. Sire of MISS SMOOTH SPLASH ($13,109: 5th Brazos Bash Open Futurity), GINS HICKORY GIRL ($3,538 and 13 AQHA points: NCHA Certificate of Ability, AQHA World Junior Cutting qualifier), MR COPPER SPLASH (ARHA Honor Roll All-Age Breakaway Roping Amateur Champion), SPLASH THE LADY (NCHA money-earner). He is by TANQUERY GIN; finalist NCHA Open Futurity and sire of earners of $2,300,000, including GINS SOLANO ($286,504: NCHA Open Breeders Cup Champion), MISS BEEFEATER GIN ($166,036: PCCHA Open Futurity Co-Champion), CHOPSTICK ($136,254: NCHA Bronze Award), LITTLE TANQUERY ($119,785: 3rd NCHA Open Super Stakes). His dam is WWR MS JESS KING, a daughter of FORTY FIVE KING; sire of FORTY FIVES NUGGET (16.5 AQHA points: 3rd AQHA High Point Junior VRH Open), KING POCO LARUE (RHAA money-earner).

**Genetic Testing:** 5-Panel N/N, Except Herda N/HRD. **Eligibilities:** NCHA Super Stakes.
**Notes**

A favorite of the Iron Springs Ranch, this faithful mare is ready to be someone’s go-to ranch or rodeo partner. “Suede” has the endurance and grit to cover big country and go all day. This seasoned ranch horse has been competitive in Team Roping and barrel racing and would be a good fit for any member of the family. Her sire, MILKY WAY 499 is the sire of LITTLE CHEX 499 ($10,438 and 52 AQHA points: Energy City Reining Open Derby Co-Reserve Champion; Superior Reining), JACKIE 499 (JJK Barrel Racing Barrel Racing Barrel Racing Series #4 2D Champion). Son of LENA MY WAY, $22,638 and 17.5 AQHA points: Idaho Cutting 7Up Open Champion. Sire of 97 money-earners and earners of 1,068 AQHA points, including WATCH THIS WAY ($49,962 and 166.5 AQHA points: AQHA Select World Reining Champion twice, Superior Reining). Her dam is RC VANDY SUGAR, a half-sister to SUGARS DRY DOC ($9,999: finalist West Coast RCHA Open Futurity; dam of HR AMBER SWEET N DRY $6,661: Gem State Open Cutting Futurity Reserve Co-Champion), DRY SUGAR the dam performers earning $163,383 including STUDIO LENA ($80,789: top 10 NCHA Open Derby, NCHA Open Futurity money-earner; dam STUDIO PLAYGIRL $89,425: Abilene Spectacular Non-Pro Derby Reserve Champion; AGGIES TWELFTH MAN $75,488: 4th Memphis Open Classic, IMA STUDIO CAT $67,681: NCHA Open Futurity Finalist, STUDIO FRECKLES $52,384: Millionheir Open Classic Co-Champion; STUDIO QUIXOTE CAT $44,469: West Texas Non-Pro Derby Reserve Champion).
Notes
The gelding is a classic bay, stylish in every way and a real gentleman to be around. “Monty” has been easy for the CSU students to start, always wanting to be part of the action and eager to learn. His sire is CD COLONEL CUMMINS, earned 16 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Halter Senior Stallion Open Leader; ROM Halter. Sire of DS LALA BEAU FLOWER (6 AQHA points), CD COLONEL ROOSTER (NCHA money-earner). Son of VAGABOND COLONEL, NCHA money-earner; sire of CD COLONELS SPECKLES (67.5 AQHA points; Superior Halter, AQHA World Aged Mares qualifier), CD COLONELS JOY (63 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Halter Senior Mare Open Leader, Superior Halter), CD COLONELS SUPERMIS (37 AQHA points: AQHA World Aged Mares qualifier), CD COLONEL WILLY (42 AQHA points), CD COLONELS REDIAL (55.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Junior Heeling qualifier), CD COLONEL WILEY (13.5 AQHA points). His dam, EDDIES CLASSIE GRAY, is a daughter of HESA EDDIE HANCOCK; sire EDDIES LACY RAB ($5,793: 5th AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old Working Ranch Horse Open), SPIKE HANCOCK RAB ($3,090: 3rd ARHFA World Champ Futurity Heading Average Non-Pro), BLUE DIAMOND HANCOCK (51.5 AQHA points: 5th Dixie National Stock Show NRHA Open), EDDIE ROCKS RAB ($4,757: 4th AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old & Over Working Ranch Horse Cowboy twice).

Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage.
“Randy” is a fine young ranch horse that is well on his way to becoming your next faithful using horse to prowl pastures, sort pairs and complete day-to-day chores on the ranch. With his cowboy color and genetics you could point him toward the versatility ranch events or finish him out as a ranch horse, the options are limitless. His sire is RUSTY GUN 876; sire of RUSTY TWO 6115 (money-earner Nebraska RCH $7,500 Limited Open Derby). Son of REAL GUN, $48,149 and 472.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Show Superhorse; AQHA Reserve World Champion Senior Working Cow Horse; NRCHA World Limited Open Bridle Champion; AQHA Performance Champion; Superior Tie-Down Roping; Superior Heading; Superior Heeling. Sire of 51 money-earners and earners of 2,511 AQHA points, including SEVEN S TOO COLD ($33,321 and 598 AQHA points: AQHA World Champion Amateur Heeling Horse, Superior Heading). His dam is SIXES HR 312 6th South Dakota RCHA Road to Reno Futurity $7,500 Limited Open, a half-sister to PEPPY SAN 8129 (AQHA point-earner; NRCHA money-earner, AQHA World Senior Working Cow Horse Level 2 qualifier), and a daughter of SIXES PICK, $8,550 and 98.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Champion VRH; AQHA World VRH Conformation Champion; Superior VRH. Sire of 37 money-earners, 21 AQHA point-earners, including TAKE A PICK ($25,060 and 15.5 AQHA points: AQHA World VRH Overall Cowboy Champion).

Notes

Eligibilities: AQHA Ranching Heritage.
Consigned by Paint Rock Canyon Enterprises

PAINTROCK CC CIELO

2019 Dun Filly

Notes
From a family of performers this picture-perfect filly is an obvious choice for a performance home! Loaded with personality, she aims to please and has been a favorite among CSU Students. Sired by NRHA & NRCHA money-earner DUN CIELO, he is a son of GALLO DEL CIELO, $28,437: top 10 Chisholm Trail Open Derby; split 4th Steamboat Springs Open Derby. 2021 AQHA Top 5 Leading Sire of Reining Point-Earners; an AQHA Top 10 All-Time Sire of Reining Point-Earners; 2020 QData Top 10 Sire of Ranch Riding Money-Earners; an AQHA Top 10 All-Time Sire of Ranch Riding Point-Earners; 2020 QData Top 10 Sire of Ranch Horse Money-Earners; 2020 & 2021 AQHA Top 25 Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners. Sire of 558 money-earners, $6,443,683, earners of 14,917 AQHA points, including THE WIZSTER ($218,951: NRBC Open Derby Reserve Champion), LENA GALLO ($178,598 and 60 AQHA points: NRBC Open Derby Co-Reserve Champion; Superior Reining), RICOCHET ROOSTER ($148,708: NRHA Open Futurity Reserve Champion), ROOSTERS WRANGLER ($125,869 and 62 AQHA points: NRHA Open Futurity Reserve Champion; Superior Reining). Her dam, PAINTROCK CHANTELLA, is a daughter of PC BAR LEO FROST a finalist in the Montana Barrel Racing Daze 3D class. Sire of FROSTY SUN DAY GUY (7th The Big Time Barrel Racing Open 5D). Son of SUN FROST, AQHA Hall of Fame. Sire of 98 money-earners, 37 AQHA point-earners, including FRENCH FLASH HAWK ($279,767: WPRA NFR Barrel Champion twice; PRCA Hall of Fame).
Gun San Kai
2013 Sorrel Gelding

Rusty Gun 876

GUN SAN KAI
5575365
San Kai 413

Playgun
Miss War Chips
Eddie Centennial
Six Pick
Lani Kai
Bonnie Beretta
Continental Fly
Nero Twelve

Notes
This is a one-of-a-kind horse that has been there and done that, including the 3R Big Ride! At one time, “Red Cloud” was Harry Haythorn’s personal horse and has done every job imaginable on the ranch with a willing attitude. He has skills beyond ranch chores as he has been used to pony horses, entertain kids of all ages, and is ready to pursue his roping talents in the arena. Gentle but attentive, this gelding will benefit anyone’s program. He is sired by RUSTY GUN 876, the sire of RUSTY TWO 6115 (money-earner Nebraska RCH $7,500 Limited Open Derby). Son of REAL GUN, $48,149 and 472.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Show Superhorse; AQHA Reserve World Champion Senior Working Cow Horse; NRCHA World Limited Open Bridle Champion; AQHA Performance Champion; Superior Tie-Down Roping; Superior Heading; Superior Heeling. Sire of SEVEN S TOO COLD ($33,321 and 598 AQHA points: AQHA World Champion Amateur Heeling Horse, Superior Heading), REAL GUNS SWEETIE ($21,288 and 146.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Champion Junior Heading Horse, Superior Heading). His dam, SAN KAI 413, a daughter of PEPPY SAN KAI; sire of PEPPY SAN 8129 (AQHA point-earner; NRCHA money-earner, AQHA World Senior Working Cow Horse Level 2 qualifier), SAN KAI FIFTY SEVEN (AQHA point-earner), SAN KAI 108 (WRCA Ride For The BRAND Colorado Ranch Rodeo Top Horse Champion), SAN KAI 815 (5th WFQHA World Senior Ranch Riding Open).

Nominations: AQHA Ranching Heritage.
Consigned by South Point Hotel

What you will be bidding on...

Two tickets to the 2022 Wrangler NFR and two night stay at the South Point Hotel in Las Vegas. Proceeds from the sale of this item will go directly to benefit the CSU Legends of Ranching Program.
Bred to watch a cow this sweet-headed filly is so well balanced that she will turn heads in the show pen or on the ranch. While in the CSU Program “Lizzy” has exhibited trainability and will make a great addition to someone’s program. Sired by SNW HEAVENS KING, Black Hills Ranch Horse Ladies Rancher Open Reserve Champion. Sire of BOXO HEAVENS FIREFLY ($7,396 and 276 AQHA points: NSBA World Ranch Trail Non-Pro Reserve Champion; Superior Ranch Riding), BOXO HEAVENS JOSIE ($5,081 and 6.5 AQHA points: 4th AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old Working Ranch Horse Limited Open), BOXO HEAVENS ANGEL ($4,466 and 27 AQHA points: AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old & Over Amateur Working Ranch Horse Reserve Champion), BOXO HEAVENS HEELS ($4,089 and an AQHA point-earner: AQHA Ranching Heritage Finals 4-Year-Old & Over Working Ranch Horse Cowboy Champion). Her dam, NYLONS LITTLE PISTOL, a daughter of PLAYIN STRAIT, 15 AQHA points: Nebraska Blue Sky RCH Derby $5,000 Novice Champion; split 3rd World Warm-Up RCH Open Futurity; Nebraska Blue Sky RCH Derby $5,000 Novice Rein Work Champion; Nebraska Blue Sky RCH Derby $5,000 Fence Work Novice Champion; Nebraska Blue Sky RCH Derby Herd Work $5,000 Novice Horse Reserve Champion. Sire of PLAYIN LAD (AQHA point-earner), LITTLE PEPPY STRAIT (5th Farmers & Ranchers Livestock Ranch Horse Futurity Overall Open).

**Eligibilities:** AQHA Ranching Heritage.
Aspeka Oakie Bar

2017 Buckskin Gelding

Hip # 33

Consigned by Haythorn Ranch

Notes

From the string of Tack Louthan, “Shorty” embodies the ideal ranch horse having done every job with an accommodating attitude. Not only is he handy at the day-to-day chores but he has also been used to start colts, on mountain pack trips, and as a turnback horse. This horse has a business-like approach and needs to be paired with a skilled rider. Sire is WISPER OF THE WIND, a grandson of NUGGET PASS by CAMP TOWN BOY SI 95, the sire of 36 AQHA point-earners, 84 Race ROM, 11 stakes winners, $235,262, including BREAK PARR SI 111 (9 race wins, $26,185, NTR), CAMPTOWN SUE SI 105 (19 race wins, $14,783, NTR), CAMP TOWN KING SI 94 (9 race wins, $12,133, NTR), BAR GYPSY’S LADY SI 98 (7 race wins, $11,041), CAMP TOWN ROUND SI 97 (6 race wins, $8,843), CAMPTOWN RACES SI 90 (14 race wins, $8,222 and an AQHA point-earner), MARXALOT SI 85 (4 race wins, $7,156), THE SMART SET SI 106 (14 race wins, $7,061 and an AQHA point-earner, NTR), CAMPTOWN PEPPER SI 99 (7 race wins, $5,388). His dam, ARAPAHOE FLEA, a granddaughter of MAJESTIC SPINNER, by MAJESTIC DELL; 49 AQHA points; sire of 27 money-earners and earners of 7,838 AQHA points, including MAJESTIC SIGNAL (502.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Champion Junior Trail Horse, AQHA Champion), LOOKIN MAJESTIC (51 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Junior Reining Champion; Superior Reining).

Genetic Testing: HYPP N/N.
JESSES FADED MAE

Consigned by Purina Animal Nutrition Center

March 15, 2020 Palomino Filly

Jesse Topaz
JESSES FADED MAE
Show Tru Lady

Mr Jess Perry SI 113
Paddys Topaz
Special Show SI 99
Raletta Tru Lady

Mr Jess Perry SI 113
Scootie Fein SI 99
Paddys Irish Whiskey
Frenchmans Topaz
Special Effort SI 104
Flaunt It SI 107
Counterquincy
Miss Tru Bonanza

Notes

Deluxe barrel horse pedigree right here! “Marilyn’s” color, feminine head, and correct conformation complete the package. Started under saddle this personable filly is very willing and nimble. Elegant in the way she looks and moves, she has a big stride and can move around effortlessly. A half-sister to SIXES TRU GENTLEMAN (12.5 AQHA points: AQHA Central Level 1 Champ Trail Youth Rookie Reserve Champion; AQHA Central Level 1 Champ Horsemanship Youth Rookie Reserve Champion; 4th AQHA High Point Trail Youth Rookie), SIXES COUNTRY ANGEL (CSU Legends of Ranching Ranch Horse Non-Pro Futurity Champion). Sired by JESSES TOPAZ, the sire of JESSES KNOCKOUT ($7,641: Pink Buckle Barrel Racing Round 1 Sale Grad 4D Champion), MR SUNA TOPAZ (4th Colorado RCHA Mid-America $7,500 Limited Open Futurity), COWGIRLS TOPAZ (AQHA point-earner), JESSES STEP (3rd Let The Good Times Roll Barrel Racing 4D class). Son of MR JESS PERRY SI 113, AQHA Hall of Fame; Champion Racing 2-Year-Old; Champion Racing 2-Year-Old Colt; AQHA Supreme Race Horse, $687,184, won Texas Classic Futurity [G1], Texas Classic Derby [G1], Louisiana QHBA Futurity [R][G1]; sire of 158 stakes winners, $59,793,330, including MATABARI SI 104 (Champion Racing 3-Year-Old Filly, $1,410,471), ONE FAMOUS EAGLE SI 101 (Champion Racing 3-Year-Old Colt, $1,387,453). Dam, SHOW TRU LADY is a daughter of SPECIAL SHOW SI 99, stakes winner, $150,812, Black Gold 440 Futurity - 3rd Div.

QData 4/2022
Consigned by Dr. Jeremy R. Shively, DVM, CF

**BK Hollywood Playboy**

2018 Chestnut Gelding

**Hip # 35**

Notes

Jeremy says this polite, quiet, level-headed gelding is one of the nicest young rope horses he has owned. His disposition and training allow anyone to get along with him. Whether out for trail rides, ranch work, playdays, or competition, “Deacon” adapts to all conditions and riders like a seasoned pro. In full-time training since early in his 2-year-old year, he was started by CSU Legends of Ranching Instructor Mike Brashear and was shown in numerous SHOT, COWN, and Slidin Daze shows as a 3-year-old winning the Slidin Daz 3-Year-Old High Point and was the highest placing 3-year-old at the 2021 COWN Finals. Since October 2021, he has been heeled on 2-3 times per week and is advancing nicely, winning the short round at his first jackpot roping. Don’t miss out on this very nice gelding!

Sired by **DUNITGOODINHOLLYWOOD**, whose first foals are now 4-year-olds, is a son of HOLLYWOOD DUNIT GOOD; sire of **BYE BYE HOLLYWOOD** (Color Breed Congress ABRA All-Age Open Western Riding Champion), **KIVAS HOLLYWOODREBEL** (68.5 AQHA points: AQHA High Point Senior Reining Level 1 Open Leader). His dam, **POP GOES THE STYLE**, is a son of TANGY AND POPPIN ($43,347: Northwest Ranch Festival Open Cutting Futurity Reserve Champion), **SHORT MARY POPPINS** ($17,008 and 10 AQHA points: finalist Mebane Ranch Festival Open Cutting Futurity), **MY BEST SHORTS** (21 AQHA points: AQHA World Amateur Team Penning qualifier).
**Notes**

This sweet filly has become a top pick in the Legends of Ranching Program, Easy to catch and saddle and crosses tarps effortlessly, she has a bright future as a cutting or working cow horse prospect. Her sire is BOON TOO SUEN, $263,009: NCHA Open World Champion Stallion; finalist NCHA Open Super Stakes. A 2020 AQHA Top 10 Sire of Cutting Point-Earners; 2020 & 2021 QData Top 25 Sire of Cutting Money-Earners. Sire of 145 money-earners, $3,980,714, 16 AQHA point-earners, including DONAS SUEN BOON ($426,626: NCHA World Champion Mare; NCHA Hall of Fame), CR SMART BOOTS ($320,666: 4th NCHA Open Futurity). Son of PEPTOBOONSMAL, $180,487: NCHA Open Futurity Champion. A QData Top 10 All-Time Sire of Cutting and Ranch Riding Money-Earners. Sire of 909 money-earners, $28,068,544, and earners of 8,804 AQHA points, including LITTLE PEPTO GAL ($523,742: NCHA Horse of the Year, NCHA Hall of Fame), COPASPEPTO ($480,433: NCHA Horse of the Year), ONE TIME PEPTO ($331,097: NCHA Open Super Stakes Champion). Sire of the dams of $30,657,031, including LITTLEPEPTO CAT ($668,497: NCHA Super Stakes Open Classic Reserve Champion; NCHA Hall of Fame), METALLIC CAT ($637,711: NCHA Horse of the Year, NCHA Hall of Fame). Her dam is PLAYIN MISS SIREN, a half-sister to CAT GIN ($12,182: finalist NCHA Non-Pro Derby).

**Genetic Testing:** 5-Panel N/N. **Eligibilities:** NCHA Super Stakes, NRCHA Stallion Stakes, Breeders Invitational, and PCCHA Stakes.
Freckled Headlight
2010 Sorrel Gelding

Freckles Wise Asset
Freckles Gustolisa

FRECKLED HEADLIGHT
5585756
Freckles Gustolena
Freckles Asset
Misty Freckles
Freckles Gustolena
Prices Nicky Leo
Jewel’s Leo Bars
Chick O Lena
Colonel Freckles
Misty Wise
Sky High Leo
Misty Freckles
Prices Husker Leo
Prices Leo Jean

Notes
A seasoned ranch horse “Spanky” has earned a living for a cowboy his whole life. This gelding has a good heart and strong work ethic, his smooth way of going has been appreciated, as he has covered a lot of miles and been used in all aspects of ranching. Always reliable he has been used to rope cattle in the pasture, at ranch rodeos and playdays. He has a solid foundation heeling, is quiet in the box, and is ready to finish out your way. His sire, FRECKLES WISE ASSET, is an NCHA money-earner and the sire of FRECKLED HEADLIGHT (RHAA money-earner), NITA WISE ASSET (RHAA money-earner). Son of FRECKLES ASSET, $21,784 and 10 AQHA points: finalist NCHA Open Super Stakes; semi-finalist NCHA Open Futurity; semi-finalist NCHA Open Finals. Sire of SPRATS LAST ASSET ($47,980 and 34 AQHA points: 3rd Dakota Classic Open Cutting Futurity; NCHA Bronze Award), ASSETS GAY BAR ($53,976: ACHA World Senior Youth Champion). His dam is FRECKLES GUSTOLISA, a daughter of FRECKLES GUSTOLENA; sire of SBS TWO EYED OLENA (22 AQHA points: 3rd Go for Broke Barrel Racing Topeka April 4D class), ROCKIN ZAN PARR LENA (top 10 PHBA World Junior Reining Open). Son of SKY HIGH LEO; sire of 15 money-earners, 10 AQHA point-earners, including SHF COLEO (P) (APHA World Barrel Racing Sweepstakes 2D Champion).

From a family full of NCHA & NRHA Champions, this flashy gelding is the perfect mix to stand out in the show pen. “Chad” is handsome, big-bodied, good-boned, and has the sensible personality to match his looks. He has quickly progressed through the Legends of Ranching Program, adapting to any situation. Sired by PEPTOES, $15,657: semi-finalist NCHA Open Super Stakes; finalist South Point Open Cutting Futurity. Sire of PEPTOES PRESCRIPTION (27.5 AQHA points: top 10 AQHA Level 1 Champ Ranch Riding Level 1 Select Amateur), SCR PEPTOES PARTON ($4,694 and 17 AQHA points: CSU Legends of Ranching Ranch Horse Open Maturity Champion twice). Son of PEPTOBOONSMAL, $180,487: NCHA Open Futurity Champion. A QData Top 10 All-Time Sire of Cutting and Ranch Riding Money-Earners. Sire of 909 money-earners, $28,068,544, and earners of 8,804 AQHA points, including LITTLE PEPTO GAL ($523,742: NCHA Horse of the Year, NCHA Hall of Fame). His dam is FANCY RESULTS, and is a full sister to LIL EINSTEIN (finalist NRHA Cowtown Classic Open Futurity), AFANCY RESOLUTION (4th Germany Breeders $50,000 Limited Open Reining Derby), and a half-sister to SKEETS SMART PEPPY ($30,828 and 16 AQHA points: 4th NRCHA Limited Open Futurity), FANCY LIL WHIZ ($7,826: Tulsa Reining Classic Non-Pro Derby Reserve Champion). A daughter of GREAT RESOLVE, $147,377: Congress Open Reining Futurity Champion.

*Genetic Testing:* 5-Panel N/N, Except for GBED N/G. *Eligibilities:* Riata Buckle.

QData 4/2022
Notes

While in the CSU Program “Cayenne’s” bright mind and athleticism definitely make her stand out but will require a slow and trusting hand to develop her to her full potential. This filly’s physique, striking good looks and pedigree open up many opportunities for her future as a western performance, ranch horse, rope or barrel horse and later will make a wonderful addition to anyone’s breeding program.

Sired by RHAA Senior National Champion and Open Horse of the Year NATURAL BOTTOM, 25 AQHA points: sire of OUTSTANDING PLAYBOY ($5,233: 5th NRCHA World Hackamore Limited Open), LOTS OF BOTTOM ($5,000: 3rd Road to the Horse 3-Year-Old Challenge Open). Son of PLAYBOYS BUCK FEVER, $62,246: NRCHA Supreme Reined Cow Horse: 7th NRCHA Non-Pro Futurity; Non-Pro Bridle Reserve Champion 2 years at the NRCHA Futurity; top 10, World’s Greatest Horseman with Mike Miller, etc. Sire BUCKS GENUINE FEVER ($97,529: NRCHA Non-Pro Derby Champion; NRCHA Non-Pro Stakes Champion; NRCHA Supreme Reined Cow Horse), FIRECAT FLASHENFEVER ($46,497: NRCHA Non-Pro Futurity Reserve Champion). Her dam is SIXES LADYSTAR, a half-sister to SPOOK THAT LADYSTAR (AQHA point-earner: Midwest RHA Extravaganza Green Reiner class winner). Maternal grandsire is SIXES PICK, AQHA World Champion VRH; Superior VRH. Sire of TAKE A PICK ($25,060 and 15.5 AQHA points: AQHA World VRH Overall Cowboy Champion).

Eligibilities: Ruby Buckle, NRCHA Stallion Stakes, Riata Buckle.
“Rex” has been used lightly, being exposed to every job on the ranch and taking it all in stride. Enjoyable to ride across the pasture, this stout gelding is a natural athlete that knows where to put his feet and is keen to learn. He has had some cattle roped off him in the pasture and a little in the arena but needs more training. Due to his inexperience, he would be best served going to a skilled rider. His sire is RUSTY GUN 876; sire of RUSTY TWO 6115 (money-earner Nebraska RCH $7,500 Limited Open Derby); a son of REAL GUN, $48,149 and 472.5 AQHA points: AQHA World Show Superhorse; AQHA Reserve World Champion Senior Working Cow Horse; NRCHA World Limited Open Bridle Champion; AQHA Performance Champion; Superior Tie-Down Roping; Superior Heading; Superior Heeling. Sire of 51 money-earners and earners of 2,511 AQHA points, including SEVEN S TOO COLD ($33,321 and 598 AQHA points: AQHA World Champion Amateur Heeling Horse, Superior Heading). His dam, SAN KAI 612, is a full sister to PEPPY SAN 8129 (AQHA point-earner; NRCHA money-earner, AQHA World Senior Working Cow Horse Level 2 qualifier), and a half-sister to SIXES HR 312 (6th South Dakota RCHA Road to Reno $7,500 Limited Open Futurity). A daughter of PEPPY SAN KAI; sire of PEPPY SAN 8129 (see above), SAN KAI FIFTY SEVEN (AQHA point-earner), SAN KAI 108 (WRCA Ride For The BRAND Colorado Ranch Rodeo Top Horse Champion), SAN KAI 815 (5th WFQHA World Senior Ranch Riding Open).

**Eligibilities:** AQHA Ranching Heritage.
Consigned by Iron Springs Ranch

BET HESA DUAL SMART
April 29, 2020 Gray Gelding

BET HESA DUAL SMART
6124270
Ima Dual Smart Pepto

Bet Hes Gunna Do It
Bet Hesa Cat
Playgun Lyn
Pepto Dual Smart
Magic Dulcie

Notes
This gelding has an outgoing personality and loves to explore new things. While in the CSU Program “Percy” has progressed nicely with his groundwork and will stand tied like a gentleman, load/unload from a trailer without hesitation and is mastering straightforward maneuvers such as crossing structures and tarps. Sire is BET HES GUNNA DO IT, whose first foals are now 2-year-olds, is a son of BET HESA CAT, $272,151: NCHA Open World Champion; NCHA Open World Champion Stallion. 2021 AQHA Top 5 Leading Sire of RCH Point-Earners; 2021 QData Top 25 Sire of RCH Money-Earners; 2020 AQHA Top 25 Sire of Cutting Point-Earners; 2020 AQHA Top 25 Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners. Sire of 433 money-earners, $5,875,995, earners of 1,750 AQHA points, including BETCHALOU ($298,556: top 10 NCHA Open Super Stakes; NCHA Bronze Award), BET HE SPARKS ($208,144: NRCHA Open Derby Champion), PLAIN CATTY ($195,187: NRCHA Open Futurity Champion), HESA DUAL BET ($188,007: 5th NRCHA Open Futurity), REYZURBETSONTHISCAT ($175,966: The Ike 4-Year-Old Open Cutting Futurity Champion), BET HES BLACK ($145,154: NRCHA Open Futurity Reserve Champion). His dam, IMA DUAL SMART PEPTO, is a daughter of PEPTO DUAL SMART; sire of LITTLEPEPTOPEPPYDOC (31 AQHA points: finalist in the AQHA World Heading Level 2 Amateur). Son of NITRO DUAL DOC, $53,827: finalist NCHA Open Futurity. An AQHA Top 25 All-Time Sire of Ranch Horse Point-Earners.
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Neither the Auctioneer, any representative thereof, nor their consultants shall be responsible for any liability whatsoever, including, but not limited to, the loss, damage, injury, death, or illness of any horse, person, or property before, during, or after the sale. All horses consigned to the sale are offered in accordance with the laws of the State of Colorado and all transactions between Buyer, Seller and the Auctioneer are governed by the laws of the State of Colorado. Sellers are hereby bound by the Consignment Agreement completed upon nomination of sale entry, as well as these Conditions of Sale.

NO 2 BIDDING PROCEDURE

The right to bid or repurchase a horse is reserved by the Seller or his representative. Title of the horse passes to the Buyer automatically at the final fall of the Auctioneer’s gavel, unless such repurchase is clearly indicated immediately by the Seller, his representative, or the Auctioneer. The highest bidder shall become the Buyer. Any successful bidder shall sign a Buyer’s Acknowledgment of Purchase that shall be presented by an auction clerk immediately after the purchase has been made. The Auctioneer reserves the right to reject any and all bids.

NO 3 ONLINE BIDDING

As a courtesy, if you are an approved buyer and unable to attend in person and cannot find an agent to represent you at the sale, you may bid on-line through DVAuction. CSU cannot guarantee your on-line bid will be represented.

NO 4 BIDDING DISPUTES

If a dispute should arise between or among two or more bidders, the Auctioneer shall settle the dispute, and his decision shall be absolute, final, and binding on all parties. In such a case, the Auctioneer has the right, but not the obligation, to reopen the bid and ask for advance bids, solely between the bidders having claimed the last bid. If there is no advance bid, the horse shall be sold to the bidder from whom the Auctioneer recognized the final bid. If for any reason the bid should be reduced below the recognized bid at the beginning of such a dispute, the Auctioneer may reopen the bidding to all bidders with the highest bidder becoming the Buyer regardless of whether or not the final bid exceeds the bid which was originally disputed.

NO 5 TITLE AND DELIVERY

Title passes to the Buyer automatically at the final fall of the Auctioneer’s gavel unless a repurchase is made by the Seller, his representative, or the Auctioneer on the Seller’s behalf. At such time, the Buyer assumes all risk of loss and the responsibility, maintenance, care and
expenses for the horse sold passes immediately from the Seller to the Buyer. This shall be the condition in the case of illness, injury, or death of any horse after it has been sold. Upon the passage of title, the Buyer agrees to indemnify and hold the Auctioneer, any representative thereof, or consultants for harmless from all loss, cost and expense including but not limited to: (a) the illness, injury or death of purchased horse, or (b) loss or damage to property, and (c) injury or death of persons caused by the Buyer, his agents, employees or the purchased horse. Title and all risks are assumed by the Buyer whether or not delivery has been made. Delivery of a purchased horse shall be contingent upon the Buyer making a full settlement to the sale cashier as described in Condition No. 5. After a satisfactory settlement is made, delivery will be in the form of a release for the horse from the auction grounds. In addition to the release, the Buyer will receive the current Coggins test, proof of a current health inspection, and a copy of the registration certificate.

**No 6 Settlement**

Settlement for any purchase must be made in full and paid directly to the sale cashier within the specified time announced prior to the commencement of the auction. Payment to any other source is prohibited and is not recognized as settlement. Settlement for any purchase must be made for the full purchase price with U.S. Currency or with funds from a U.S. Bank in the form of check, or credit/debit card. A valid drivers license and/or other forms of positive identification are required upon settlement. Any person signing a check in the State of Colorado is liable for the full amount of the check. Any party issuing a check returned as “insufficient funds” or “payment stopped” or “account closed” or a check that shall for any reason not clear the drawee’s bank, will be liable for three times the amount thereof, costs, and attorney fees, and may be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

**No 7 Default by Buyer**

After signing the Buyer’s Acknowledgment of Purchase, the Buyer shall be responsible for the full purchase price, as stated, for the horse. A Buyer who fails in any respect whatsoever to make settlement as described in Condition No. 5, shall be declared in default. Upon default, any horse purchased by the Buyer may be resold by Auctioneer for the Seller and all costs associated with such resale shall be borne by the defaulting Buyer. Should such a resale fail to satisfy in full the balance due, the Buyer shall immediately pay Auctioneer the amount of the balance owing. The Seller or Auctioneer may bring suit against the Buyer who shall be responsible for all costs, plus reasonable attorney’s fees, incurred by Auctioneer in collection of amounts owing, or in enforcement or interpretation of this contract and/or the sale condition.

**No 8 Warranties**

A. Prospective Buyers are hereby cautioned and advised by the Auctioneer to examine horses thoroughly prior to purchasing. Buyers have the right, at their expense, to have an on-site routine veterinary examination performed by a mutually agreed upon veterinarian on any horse prior to the sale. There is no warranty, expressed or implied by the Auctioneer, any representative thereof, or consultants for as to the soundness, physical condition, health, or disposition, NOR AS TO MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE of any horse offered in this sale. All horses are sold “as is” with all existing conditions and defects except as expressly provided below or as otherwise announced at the time of sale on the Seller’s behalf from the auction block. Any and all guarantees announced on the Seller’s behalf from the auction block are made solely between the Seller and the Buyer and shall not be binding on or effective as against the Auctioneer.

B. The Seller does represent and warrant unto the Auctioneer and the Buyer of each horse
the following (unless otherwise announced at the time of sale): (1) The horse is not vision impaired; (2) The horse is not a “cribber”; (3) The horse has not been nerved, nor foundered, nor has navicular disease; (4) The sex of the horse is as described in the catalog; (5) There is not an obvious gap between the upper and lower teeth; (6) The horse has not had abdominal or joint surgery; (7) Title of horse is free from all adverse claims of ownership, use, or possession and the Seller agrees to defend title against all claims.

**№ 9 BROODMARES**

No guarantees are made by the Auctioneer, any representative thereof, or consultants for, regarding pregnancy status, eventual foaling, or fertility of any horse offered for sale. Final pregnancy status on broodmares will be announced at the time of sale on the Seller’s behalf and will take precedence over printed material in the catalog or in advertising. Any contractual agreements between owners of broodmares in the sale and owners of stallions to which these mares may have been bred are strictly between the Buyer and the Seller.

**№ 10 CATALOG AND ANNOUNCEMENTS**

Buyers are cautioned to pay close attention to announcements from the auction block regarding changes in the sale catalog, as such announcements take precedence over printed material. The accuracy of all information in the catalog is the sole responsibility of the Seller, as is the certainty that all announcements regarding catalog changes or warranties are made while the horse is in the auction arena. While certain information may have been procured by the Auctioneer from third parties on behalf of the Seller, it is nonetheless solely the responsibility of the Seller to verify the accuracy of such information and to make certain such changes are made public while the horse is in the auction arena. The Auctioneer, its representatives and consultants assume no responsibility or liability for errors or omissions, or for any verbal or written statement regarding the horse sold.

**№ 11 REGISTRATION CERTIFICATES**

A. All original registration certificates, transfer reports, and/or applicable breeders certificates, and/or registration applications, will be held by the Auctioneer until the Buyer’s payment clears the drawee bank and becomes unconditional credit. Upon payment clearance, all applicable paperwork will be forwarded directly to the buyer from the Auctioneer.

B. Pending registration applications being processed by the appropriate registration agency at the time of sale will be returned from the agency to the Seller who shall in turn deliver to the Auctioneer. The Auctioneer will then forward the registration certificate and transfer report to the Buyer.

C. Original registration certificate and accompanying paperwork will be released to Sellers for horses not sold (buybacks), after all expenses are paid and the Seller’s payment has cleared the bank.

**№ 12 HEALTH**

All horses in this sale have been required to have been tested negative for equine infectious anemia (coggins test). Additionally, all horses selling have been requested to have a health certificate issued to the auction grounds.
13 OTHER

A. Each horse consigned to this sale, or a substitute, must pass through the auction arena and all transactions must go through the sale office.

B. Hip numbers shall not be removed by the Seller or the Buyer while the horse is on the grounds.

C. All persons attending this sale do so at their own risk, and are urged to use caution while on the sale grounds.

NOTE: WARNING UNDER COLORADO LAW, AN EQUINE PROFESSIONAL IS NOT LIABLE FOR AN INJURY TO OR THE DEATH OF A PARTICIPANT IN EQUINE ACTIVITIES RESULTING FROM THE INHERENT RISKS OF EQUINE ACTIVITIES PURSUANT TO SECTION 13-21-119, COLORADO REVISED STATUTES.

D. Any item not covered in these Conditions of Sale shall be regulated according to the established customs and practices of professional auction management companies.

14 AUCTIONEER NOT AN AGENT

The Auctioneer, or any representative thereof, does not act as agent for nor represent the Buyer or Seller, but only provides a medium for bringing together the Buyer and Seller for the purpose of a sales transaction. In the event of any legal dispute between the Buyer and the Seller, the Auctioneer will occupy the position of a mere stakeholder and will be discharged from all obligations owing to the Seller or Buyer upon delivery of any property or funds held by the Auctioneer to the court having jurisdiction of such dispute.

15 DISPUTES CHOICE OF LAW

The laws of the State of Colorado and rules and regulations issued pursuant thereto shall be applied in the interpretation, execution, and enforcement of this contract. At all times during the performance of this contract, the Buyer and Seller shall strictly adhere to all applicable federal and State laws, rules, and regulations that have been or may hereafter be established. Venue for any action arising from or in connection with this contract shall be exclusively in the Colorado District Court in and for the City of Fort Collins, Larimer County, Colorado.

16 VIDEO AND PHOTOGRAPHY

By participating in or spectating in any Colorado State University Legends of Ranching Program Event, participant / spectator releases all rights to any photo or video being used for future promotion that contains their likeness.
Bar Rock-N-Bean
14339 WCR 74 × Eaton, CO 80615
(970) 590-5551 × 70bean@gmail.com

Boxo Quarter Horses
1605 390th Trail × Gordon, NE 69343
(308) 282-0496 × jeccaos@gmail.com
www.boxoquarterhorses.com

Creek Plantation
319 Steel Creek Road × Martin, SC 29836
(803) 584-3282 × boatwright.richard@yahoo.com
www.creekplantation.com

Four Sixes Ranch
1102 Dash for Cash Road × Guthrie TX 79236
(855) 674-6773 × gb@6666ranch.com
www.6666ranch.com

Haythorn Ranch Company
25497 E. Haythorn Road × Maxwell, NE 69151
(308) 520-4017 × ranch4@msn.com

Iron Springs Ranch
2384 County Road 9 × Model, CO 81059
(719) 469-8301 × ironspringsranch@gmail.com

Paint Rock Canyon Enterprises
488 PR 1612, Stephenville, TX 76401
(404) 432-0498 × calm1horses@gmail.com
www.hyattranch.com

Purina Animal Nutrition Center
100 Danforth Drive × Gray Summit, MO 63039
(800) 227-8941 × mljerina@landolakes.com
www.horse.purinamills.com

Rob A. Brown Ranches
P.O. Box 1196 × Stinnett, TX 79083
(806) 878-4673 × talley@robabrownranch.com

Saunders Ranch
4400 Old Dennis Rd. × Weatherford, TX 76087
(817) 992-4251 × thomassaunders5@gmail.com
www.saundersranch.com

Silver Spur Ranches
P.O. Box 714 × Encampment, WY 82325
(307) 327-5550 × kyork@silverspurranches.com
www.silverspurranches.com
Singleton Ranches
90 SC Ranch Road × Lamy, NM 87540
(505) 490-1415 × singletonhorses@mac.com
www.singletonranches.com

Spur Cross Ranch
4320 Axtel Anceney Rd × Bozeman, MT 59718
(406) 223-1959 × scrgeneralmanager@gmail.com
www.ingramquarterhorses.com

T-Heart Ranch
41150 County Road G × Del Norte, CO 81132
(719) 850-3083 × shane@t-heartranch.com
www.t-heartranch.com

Wagonhound Land & Livestock, LLC
1061 Poison Lake Road × Douglas, WY 82633
(307) 358-3413 × dewing@wagonhound.com
www.wagonhound.com

SPONSORS
Thank you for your continued support!

Purina Mills • CINCH Jeans • Zoetis
Platinum • Art of the Cowgirl
Pinnacle Trailer Sales • Greeley Hat Works
Five Rivers Cattle Feeding
CSU Equine Reproduction Laboratory
Farnam • Ron’s Equipment
Las Delicias Ranch • CSU Spur Campus
Temple Grandin Equine Center
The Ranch Events Complex
Cups Community Coffee • 287 Ranch Supply
Northern Colorado Feeders Supply
Miss Rodeo Colorado • The Paoli Group
Littleton Equine Medical Center
National Western Stock Show
4B’s Construction
The American Quarter Horse Association is committed to the promotion of the ranch horse. The Ranching Heritage Breeders program helps ranchers market their ranch-bred American Quarter Horses through opportunities like the Ranching Heritage Challenges, exclusive competitions for ranch-bred horses.

The horses that come from Ranching Heritage Breeders uphold the tradition and heritage of the working cattle ranch, and when horses are purchased from a Ranching Heritage Breeder, that great tradition continues.

For more information about AQHA's ranching programs and to apply to become a Ranching Heritage Breeder, visit www.aqha.com/ranching.